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Future missions to face scrutiny
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) NASA's 2001 mission to Mars,
the third installment of the space
agency's ambitious campaign to
the Red Planet, now faces uncertainty with the growing likelihood
that the Polar Lander is lost forever.
The lander failed to signal Earth'
for a third day Sunday, though

engineers held out hope the probe
still might signal its well-being.
If not, it would be the second loss
of a Mars probe in less than three
months.
In addition to the missed science, the disappearances raise fears
that the next mission — already
late in development using designs
and systems from the 1999 mis-

sions - also could have fatal
flaws.
The space agency has been
launching orbiters and landers every
26 months since Pathfinder in 1996
to explore the Red Planet's climate history, geology and water,
paving the way for samples to be
returned and, eventually, humans
to be rocketed to Mars.

In the rush to launch probes
faster and more cheaply, components and systems from one mission are often duplicated in another. It usually is a reliable way to
cut down on development costs.
The fear is that whatever might
have caused the $165 million Mars
Polar Lander — as well as two
tiny probes designed to fall sepa-

Holiday
mailbox at
post office

Use of
medical
helicopters
in question
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Each day that the weather permits, helicopter ambulance
flights lift a few individuals out
of eastern Kentucky, taking rural
patients to large cities for specialized care and delivering accident victims to distant trauma
centers.
Many medical people in the
region say helicopters save lives
when time is of the essence.
Some doctors, however, question whether the flights — which
cost $1,000 and up — are
being used in cases where they
are not really needed.
"For advertising your hospital, helicopters are great," said
Dr. Kenneth Mattox, chief of
staff at Ben Taub General Hospital in Houston. "For plucking
people off a cliff or a burning
skyscraper, they're fantastic. But
there's very little hard evidence
that they're any better than
ground ambulances in many
situations."
No studies have assessed
helicopters' effects in Eastern
Kentucky.
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Project
answers
children's
dreams
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Santa Claus is coming to
Murray a little early this year
to help put up a mailbox for
children to send their wish lists.
The Murray Post Office will
have a special mailbox available between the hours of 8:45
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. MondayFriday and 10 am.- 2 p.m. on
Saturdays.
According to Murray Postmaster Mark Kennedy, the special mailbox will be inside the
main lobby starting Dec. 6 and
will remain there until Dec. 22.
"That means that youngsters
from Calloway County need to
get started writing their lists
because the clock is running,"
Kennedy said.
Kennedy emphasized that
this mailbox is only for kids
with a Calloway County address
and also advised parents to
make sure that the child's name
and return address are on the
envelope before putting it in
Santa's mailbox. Postage is not
necessary when using Santa's
box.
"The Murray Postal employees will ensure that Santa gets
the letter and each child will
receive a handwritten card from
Santa on Christmas Eve,"
according to Kennedy.

rately from orbit and plunge into
the surface — to disappear could
affect the Mars Surveyor 2001
mission.
But until Mars Polar Lander is
actually confirmed lost and investigators are able to determine a
cause, it is impossible to know

that white women in the region get
cervical cancer at nearly twice the rate
of their counterparts elsewhere in the
country, for reasons that are not completely understood.
Incidence rates for breast cancer are
not higher in eastern Kentucky than elsewhere. But for years, doctors in the
area have had trouble persuading women
to be checked regularly to ensure early
detection. That means the disease has
more devastating effects on women's
lives there.
"We're making progress, but Ken-

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
For some children, the dream of a Christmas holiday
tilled with colorful decorations and shiny new toys is one
that their families may not be able to provide themselves.
In order to try and make sure no child goes without
a Christmas, the Santa Project has once again begun its
annual efforts to try and bring some holiday cheer into
the lives of needy Murray families.
According to project coordinator Donna Herndon, Santa's
Workshop opened for business Monday morning in the
fellowship hall of First Baptist Church on South Fourth
Street in Murray.
"We actually set up a workplace where we put things
together," she said. "We do a lot of shopping."
While Herndon and others may prepare the gifts for
their final destinations, it is the community of Murray
that is called upon to make the project a success.
"We really like to—find as many sponsors as we can
for the children," Herndon said, "If they, want to be
anonymous, they can bring what they brought down to
Santa's Workshop and have it delivered."
To be successful, the Santa Project calls for a wide
variety of items, Herndon said. Not only are toys requested; clothes, Christmas trees, ornaments and food are also
on the project's needs list. "There are just a lot of things that feed. into this
effort," Herndon said.
Contributions to the Santa Project can be made in a
variety of different ways. "Angel Trees" located a various businesses allow Murray residents a discreet way to
select a child to sponsor.
Letters on file at the Calloway County Family Resource
Center at East Elementary School or the Murray Family/Youth Resource Center, 812 Poplar St., can also be
selected by sponsors.
Tax-deductible contributions can be sent to the Angel
Fund, Family Resource Center, 1169 Pottenown Road,
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WELCOMING THE WATCHERS...Members of the Memorial Baptist Church on Main Street sang carols from the steps of their church to People gathered to watch the annual Rotary Club Christmas parade Saturday morning—(Far parade photos, please see Page 16.)

Lung cancer takes toll
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — High
smoking rates are taking their toll on
Kentuckians in the form of lung cancer, particularly in the eastern part of
the state, health experts say.
Kentucky as a whole has the nation's
highest mortality rate for lung cancer
— 84 deaths per 100,000, well above
the national rate of 54 per 100,000.
The highest incidence rates in Kentucky are found in one 21-county area
along the southeastern border.
At the same time, Kentucky leads
the nation in smoking, with a little
more than 30 percent of adults and
47 percent of high school students

lighting up.
"It's a pretty dubious distinction,"
Dr. Gilbert Friedel!, former co-director of the Kentucky Cancer Program,
told the Lexington Herald-Leader. "If
you take a map of smoking patterns
in Kentucky, and overlay it with a
map of lung cancer, they fit almost
exactly."
According to the American Cancer
Society, about 87 percent of lung cancer deaths can be attributed to smoking.
Cervical and breast cancer also are
serious health problems in eastern Kentucky. Studies in the early 1990s showed

Patton,
Garrard
have much
in common

Union
seeks help
with plant
conditions
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The
United Food and Commercial
Workers Union has requested the
state's help to improve working
conditions at a southern Kentucky
it
chicken-processing
plant
described as a "rogue employer."
The union claims Cagle's-Keystone Foods LLC has violated
labor laws by threatening employees, hiring union-busters from California, and firing workers who
are active in the unionization effort
that began last summer.
Union officials asked Labor
Secretary Joe Norsworthy on Friday to help enforce labor laws.
They also said they will try to
convince the Patton administration not to spend tax dollars recruiting employers who do not respect
Kentucky's human and natural
resources.
"Cagle's is rogue in the way
they treat workers, rogue in the
way they treat the environment,
our state and our community, and
we're going to stop it," Mike
Leonard, the union's international
vice president, told a group of union
supporters in Frankfort
Doug Cagle, president and chief
executive officer of the chicken

II See Page 2
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SINGING SPIRIT...Members of the Murray Woman's Club Music Department Chorus
begin their annual Holiday Open House with a song Sunday afternoon at the clubhouse.

Capitol spruced up for event
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - There's a new dome
and 28-foot-long blue bunting on 16 of its columns.
There's new sod all around and dozens of red poinsettias to highlight the greenery decking the nave.
The Capitol is all spruced up for the second
inauguration of Gov. Paul Patton.
Patton will actually have his historic swearing in
for a second term — the first governor to do so in
199 years — in the first minutes of Tuesday morning in the Old Capitol during a private ceremony.
Lt. Gov. Steve Henry will take his oath shortly
thereafter. The 1995 official swearing in took place
at the Governor's Mansion.
Marshall County Judge-Executive Mike Miller,

one of Patton's closest political advisors, will actually do the honors for Patton. Supreme Court Justice Martin Johnstone of Louisville will recite the
century-old oath for Henry.
As required by the Constitution, Patton's first
official act will be to appoint the state's adjutant
general, which will once again be Russ Groves.
Tuesday will be filled with a variety of public
and private events, from a traditional welcome from
a delegation from the capital city to a huge parade
and evening inaugural balls at three locations.
Donna Moloney, who is coordinating the inaugu-

III See Page 2

By MICHAEL COLLINS
The Kentucky Post
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Today's pop _quiz:
He entered office under a cloud
of controversy but went on to
serve two terms and is regarded
by some as one of the state's
finest governors.
He. advocated public education,
pushed for a strong penal system
and encouraged economic growth
by offering subsidies to business.
He got along well with the legislature, although he didn't always
get his way. He scored points by
appointing some of his political
rivals to key positions in state
government.
Paul E. Patton, current governor of Kentucky?
Nope. Guess again.
We're talking about James Garrard, second governor of Kentucky
and the only chief executive in
the state's history to serve two
consecutive terms. Until now.
Before Patton was elected to a
second term in November, Garrard held a unique place in state
history.
A new state Constitution enacted while Garrard was nearing the
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II Missions ...
From Page 1
how such a loss would affect future
missions, said Carl Pilcher. NASA's
'science director for solar system
exploration.
" "There's no question because
of the similarity of designs ... if
the !ander were to be lost, surely it would have an impact on
what we're doing in '01." he said.
"What that impact would be is
impossible to say right now."
Polar Lander and its 2001 cousin
have Similar strut-fin-es, landing
systems and protective heat shields.
- Both were designed and built by
Lockheed Martin Astronautics.
where the metrics mix-up that
doomed the Mars Climate Orbiter
onginated.
"Whenever we have a problem
of any type. we re-evaluate where
that might he used in the future."
said Sy 1% ia Miller, a Mars program architect at NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. "We look
w hat might be needed to be
changed."
Ihe Sept. 23 loss of Climate
Orbiter w ill be felt more in how

future missions are run than .how denberg Air Force Base near Santa
the spacecraft are made. Investi- Barbara, Calif.
A small rover — an exact dupligators were critical of JPL for
cate
of the Mars Pathfinder's
failing to catch the error that
Sojourner
— will accompany the
caused the $125 million probe to
!ander,
which
will carry mineralatmosMartian
the
in
burn up
ogy experiments, a robotic arm
phere.
A report blamed the loss on a and instruments to conduct the
failure to convert navigation data first assessments of radiation on
from English units used by one Mars.
The orbiter will carry a gammagroup of technicians to the metric system used by a different ray spectrometer that will attempt
team. Investigators also found the to measure the abundance of frozen
orbiter. program understaffed and water immediately beneath the surnavigators lacking knowledge about face — something Polar Lander-the spacecraft. Poor communica- was supposed to do locally near
tion between JPL and Lockheed Mars' south pole.
Martin also was cited.
Missions still under review for
NASA added more engineers to 2003 and 2005 would collect soil
the Polar Lander flight team and and rock saiiiples that would be
reviewed every aspect of the mis- returned to Earth in 2008.
sion. Another report will he issued
One benefit of quick, inexpenFeb. 1 to address the issue of
sive missions is that instruments
future missions.
The 2001 mission is near the lost on one probe could be dupliBERNARD KANEtedger & Times photo
end of development in a -phase tif cated and squeezed onto a future
leads the Hester College
Maxie
Clarence
student
-University
SONG:
State
Murray
GREEN
A
integration and testing. Miller said. mission, Pilcher said.
singers in a Christmas Carol during Sunday's Hanging of the Green program at the Curris
a
have
we
continu"Because
A lander is to be launched that
Center.
year on April 10 from Cape ing program, we have opportuniCanaveral, Fla., while an orbiter ties to recover the science," he
will take off March 30 from Van- said.

II Project .

II Union ...
From Page 1
processor. declined to comment.
He referred questions to the company's labor laWyer, who could
not he reached Friday.
Eddie Jacobs, principal assistant to Norsworthy, said Norsworthy
promised to investigate any alleged
violations of state labor law. But
he said many of the union's concerns were matters for the federal Labor Department. 4.
The union is also trying to bring
together union members, religious
-groups and community activists in
what it calls a "Committee of 100"
to keep a watch on Cagle's and

••

make sure workers are treated fairly.
Kentucky Jobs with Justice is
helping monitor conditions at the
plant, said the group's director.
Paul Whiteley Jr.
"I'm here to make it clear that
union members are not the only
ones outraged at the conduct of
Cagle's-Keystone." he said.
Some speikers criticized the
state for offering tax incentives to
Cagle's.
State Rep. Jim Wayne, DLouisville, accused the company
of accepting $54 million in "corporate welfare" and "exploiting
our citizens like sla% e
Friday 's meeting with `,

sworthy and a news conference at
Union organizers also said the
the Capitol came on what was to company used the threat of deporbe the second day of voting by tation to discourage Hispanics from
employees at Cagle's plant in Clin- joining, and that the company
ton County to decide if they want threatened to replace pro-union
the union's representation.
whites with Hispanics.
But the union canceled the vote
The union contended that the
No. 24 and filed charges with
company's alleged actions made a
the National Labor Relations Board fair election impossible.
alleging that the company harassed
Cagle's denied the allegations.
.
union supporters.
It said the canceled vote -and subAccording to the charges, 27 sequent charges were prompted by
v.orkers were fired or suspended fears of union organizers that the
because they supported the union. vote would fail.

County teen
III Capitol ...
hurt in wreck From Page 1
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Janessa L. Keyes remained in
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah Monday, morning after she was _thrown
from her car during a weekend accident.
Keyes, 17. of Coopertow n Road,
was listed in satisfactory condition,
according to a Lourdes spokesman.
She was transferred to Lourdes
Laffer----be-ing
treated for a closed head injury and
brain swelling at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. an MCCH
spokesman said.
Keyes' injuries happened just
before 8 a.m. Saturday as she was
driving north on. Kentucky 121
South, a Calloway County Sheriffs
Department said. .
- A witness said Keyes' car began
to fishtail as it rounded a curve, the
report said.
The car went off the west side of
the road about two miles north of
New Concord and flipped end over
end several times, ejecting Keyes
through the driver's-side window
before landing on its top. the report
said
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The ceremonial swearing in ceremony in front of the Capitol is
scheduled to take place about 2
p.m. EST. Patton, who used his
first inaugural speech to reveal his
-intention to overhaul higher education, plans a relatively brief 13minute address.
gpokeswoman Melissa Forsythe
said the speech is more philosophical than specific.
The governor and first lady Judi
Patton will be the hosts of a public reception at the Kentucky History Center before the inaugural ball
grand March in the Capitol at 8
p.m.
Balls will be held in a giant
tent behind the Capitol and another at the Civic Center with big
hand music and oldies rock and
roll.
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SUBSCRIBE

From Page 1
end of his first term in 1799
banned gubernatorial succession.
For whatever reason, lawmakers
chose to exempt Garrard, and a
year later he went on to win a
second term.
It was a feat that was unmatched
for two centuries, until a constitutional amendment lifted the ban
on succession and paved the way
for Patton's overwhelming victory
in the Nov. 2 election.
But Garrard and Patton have a
lot more in common besides winning consecutive terms, said H.E.
Everman, Garrard biographer and
history professor at Eastern Kentucky University.
Like Patton, whd won his first
term in a close race and later had
to fend off allegations that he stole

the election, Garrard entered his
first term under a cloud, Everman
said.
Garrard was chosen as governor in 1796, although he was put
in office by a group of electors
instead of voters. He actually placed
second among four candidates; the
top finisher Was Benjamin Logan,
who got 21 votes from electors,
while Garrard had 17, according
to the Kentucky Encyclopedia.
Since the Constitution didn't
specify whether a candidate could
be elected with a plurality, a second vote was taken. This time,
Garrard came out on top. Logan,
however,challenged Garrard's election and even tried to get the legislature to overturn the second
vote. The issue was dismissed
when the attorney general refused
to get involved.

II Cancer ...
From Page 1
tucky is still a battleground,"
Friedel' said.
'Lung cancer has a poor prognosis when detected in its advanced
stages — which it often is, because
doctors have no effective means
for early detection. By the time
lesions turn up on X-rays, it is
often too late.
Cancers of the breast and cervix,
on the other hand, can be detected early through Pap smears and
mammograms.

But Friedell and other experts
say many factors keep women
from getting regular screenings:
poverty, lack of health insurance,
doctor shortages, low levels of
education, and too little emphasis
on regular medical checkups and
preventive care.
"Health care gets a pretty low
priority when you have a lot of
other issues to deal with," Friedel!
said. "If you don't have a telephone or a reliable car, it's hard
to schedule a mammogram or get
to a place where one is available.

Parade winners announced
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
According
released to the
are the results
Club Christmas

information
to
newspaper, here
from the Rotary
Parade:

• Church/religious divAion United
Campground
Coles
Methodist Church (first), First
Methodist Church (second) and

Northside Baptist Church (third).
• Clubs/civic organizations division - Calloway County Laker Band
Boosters (first), Calloway County
FFA (second) and Little Angels
Brownie Troop led by Holly Bloodworth (third).
• Commercial division - J.C.
Penney (first), New Image Salon
(second) and Sandra Stone's School
of Dance (third).
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ral events, said the second time
around for Pattoh may be slightly larger than the first in 1995.
But rather than being redundant.
Moloney said the second time is
a historic opportunity.
"We would have been remiss
if we had not had an inauguration and let it slip quietly into
the night." Moloney said.
• Using the Old Capitol, which
is on the National Register of Historic Places and was the seat—or
government from 1830 to 1910,
was done specifically to emphasize the historic nature of the 56th
inauguration of a Kentucky. governor. Moloney said.
"I think it's also a way of
thanking those people who elected Gov. Patton and Lt. Gov. Henry,"
Moloney said.
After the welcome from the
locals. Patton will attend a private worship service at the First
Presbyterian Church, then watch
the inaugural parade make its way
up Capitol Avenue. The parade
has more than 130 units, including appearances by former governors, all eight of whom are taking part in at least some of the
inaugural events.

Dec. 15-16.
Much like Santa Claus, howMurray, KY 42071.
ever, workers for the Santa ProHerndon said some businesses, ject would rather do much of their
such as Mattel, who contributed work in secret, treating the sub$5,000 to go toward efforts for ject of families in need with a
smaller children, have already got- great deal of respect and attemptten into the spirit, but private con- ing to preserve the dignity of partributors are always a vital source ents who may be embarrassed to
of contributions.
ask for help.
"Last year, we had a lady who
"We're not doing this for ourmade a very generous donation in selves," Herndon said. "We're realmemory of two children that had ly trying to provide a Christmas
died," Herndon said.
for as many families as we can."
Although Herndon said the projFor more information on the
ect would like to receive dona- Santa Project, call the Calloway
tions as early as possible, gifts County Family Resource Center
will be accepted as late as Christ- at 762-7333 or the Murray Fammas Eve. Gifts will be distributed ily/Youth Resource Center at 759to families at Santa's Workshop 9592.
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Judges to 'do better' with expenses
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
office expenses for which several
Fayette Circuit Court judges have
charged taxpayers have included
baseball tickets, $100-plus meals
at a members-only country club
and personal gifts for their staffs.
They say it's part of their cost
of doing business.
From 1994 to 1998,office judges
have billed $18,351 in office
expenses to the Lexington-Fayette
Urban County Government, according to city lei_Ands.
The city reimbursed the judges
under an Urban County Government policy that goes back two
decades and is uncommon in other
parts of Kentucky, state court officials say. Each of the eight Fayette
circuit judges is entitled to ask
the city for up to $1,800 a year
to help pay the operating costs of
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Male violence dwarfs female violence
WASHINGTON(AP)-- Threequarters of the 2.1 million violent "Women's criminal behavior is unlikely to ever catch up with
99
crimes committed by women each that of men.
year in this country are simple asJack Levin
saults on other women, while men
Sociology/criminology professor
commit many more crimes and
more violent ones, the Justice De- people.
1960s and 1970s, using their fists
The remainder of the violent of- when they commit violent aspartment says.
fenses by both sexes were more se- saults," he said. "The men have
By comparison, men commit rious: aggravated assaults, robber- graduated into aggravated assaults
and murder. The women haven't
about 13 million violent crimes ies, rapes and murders.
"Women's criminal behavior is followed."
each year. Just over half of them
are simple assaults and 70 percent unlikely to ever catch up with that
Women comprise nearly 52 perof their victims were males, the de- of men," said Jack Levin, a profes- cent of the U.S. population, and the
partment's Bureau of Justice Statis- sor of sociology and criminology totals mean that there is one violent
tics reported Sunday. The figures who directs the Brudnick Center male offender for every nine men
were based on annual averages for for Violence at Northeastern Uni- and boys age 10 or older, compared
the years 1993-1997 as measured in versity in Boston.
with one violent female offender
"This report shows that women for every 56 women and girls age
the annual National Crime Victimization Survey of about 100,000 are where men were during the 10 or older, the statistics bureau

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
head of the National Institute of
Mental Health says many of the
spending priorities under fire from
critics of the agency are either ordered by Congress or involve basic
research.
A study released today by a pair
of advmasy organizations cites
what the groups say are examples
of money misspent on vague behavioral research by the premier
mental health agency of the National Institutes of Health.
The groups say the NIMH uses
just over one-third of its budget for
research into severe mental illness
but spends more to study AIDS
than schizophrenia.
The report was issued by the
Stanley Foundation Research Programs, which supports research on
schizophrenia and manic-depressive illnesses, and the National Alliance for the Mentally III, an advocacy group for treatment of severe
mental illnesses.
"The NIMH has lost its way in
the research woods," said Dr. E.
Fuller Torrey, a co-author of the
study and executive director of the
foundation research programs.
"NIMH is not doing what it is supposed to do. Their priorities are
completely sideways."
NIMH Director Dr. Steve E. Hyman said lawmakers direct much of'
the contested spending. He also
said his agency has recently budg-

eted $100 million over five years
for four new clinical trials on severe mental illness.
Also defending the agency was
the National Mental Health Association. In a letter of support sent to
Hyman, the group contends the
new report focuses too closely on
conditions that affect only -adults.
"We are appalled by the dismissal of the mental health needs of
the vast majority of Americans who
suffer from mental illnesses that are
not on NAMI's limited list," said
the letter signed by the mental
health association's president, Michael Faenza.
In the report, Torrey and others
cited these examples of what they
said is misdirected spending by the
mental health institute:
—Spending more on AIDS research, $60.2 million, than on
schizophrenia research, $57.1 million. About 5.6 million Americans
suffer from schizophrenia, while
fewer than a million are infected by
the AIDS virus.
—Spending only 12 percent of
the NIMH budget on actual clinical
and treatment research of severe
mental illness, which is estimated
to cost the nation $74 billion in direct and indirect costs.
—Funding human behavior research that is irrelevant to severe
mental illness. Examples the report
cited are a $200,000 NIMH study
of adolescent romance and
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Peppers Discount -$3,079.00
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Factory Rebate
$26,296.00
Your Price

St. # 99025

Sponsored By:
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(salad bar included)
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(drink not included
Dinner $695 (drink not
Salad Bar $4.50

included)

SEAFOOD BUFFET
Every Fri. & Sat. 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
$1295

$15,226.00
MSRP
Peppers Discount -$ 839.00
-$1,000.00
Factory Rebate
$13,387.00
Your Price

drink not includt d

*Coming soon Breakfast Buffet
Saturdays & Sundays Only
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Call for details and reservations.
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Muscle Spasms
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Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains This examination normally costs 530 00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological
test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the
spine a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results
FREE.

MSRP
$16,960.00
Peppers Discount -$1,317.00
-$2,500.00
Factory Rebate
$13,143.00
Your Price
Whatever It Takes, We Wont To Be Your Car or Truck

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE It you want
care and treatment we do all the paperwork

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass
Murray, KY 42071
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f'rices good until 12-31-99
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more

DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

oots

Rebates up to $2,500'"
or
APR's as low as 2.9%

EVENING
Pick 3:
1-5-0
Pick 4:
5-2-0-2
Cash 5:
20-23-24-28-32

FREEFULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

5 Dizziness
6 Sore Elbows
7 Neck Pain
8 Indigestion

Red Tag Specials

1999 Malibu LS

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

at

2000 Chevrolet Prizm

209 S. 3rd St. • 753-5341

VALUE

Y2K Sale
All Cars & Trucks

KENTUCKY
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Hrs: 5 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Sat.. 6 a.m.-9 p.m. Sun.

Get Your

Chevrolet - Oldsmobile - Cadillac

•ak
,
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• New unit sales • Service for most brands • Bags for most brands
Featuring Panasonic & Simplicity

30
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The 1998 murder rate was one
female murderer for every 77,000
women, 40 percent below the peak
rate in 1976. For males in 1998, the
rate was one murderer for every
8,700 men, a decline from one for
every 4,800 at the peak for men in
1991.

$505,000 to study peer rejection
among middle childhood girls.
—Spending $100,000 to establish a World Wide Web page on
sleep.
• —Funding basic research that
has little to do with severe mental
illness. The report cites $99,873
spent-to-study the sucial behavior
of a rodent, the prairie vole, and
$83,743 to study aggression among
eastern bluebirds.

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

- J.C.
Salon
School

PP
--

said.
The violent-offense rate per person has been declining among both
men and women since peak rates in
1994.
The rate per capita at which
women commit murder has been
falling since 1980. In 1998, it hit its
lowest rate since 1976, the bureau
said, citing FBI figures based on
police reports.

Federal mental health agency
accused of misspending funds

Large Inventory of
Residential & Commerical

third).
s divir Band
:ounty
kngels
Blood-

pose.
Adams was reimbursed $165
for tickets to Cincinnati Reds baseball games.
Two of the judges, Gary Payne
and Thomas Clark, have not charged
the city for anything. They did
not criticize their colleagues' use
of city money, but both men said
they preferred to pay for otherwise uncovered expenses out of
their own wallets.
It looks-bad-for-judges to charge-the public for such items. said
Alexander Hall, a member of local
watchdog group Citizens for Ethical Government and a retired
Florida state judge.
"We expect such high ethical
conduct from our judges, more
than our other public officials, that
it's disappointing," Hall said.

stock their chambers' kitchens and
his or her chambers.
That is on top of the judges' bathrooms.
Judges also charge the city for
$100,000 salaries, benefits and the
office costs covered by the state membership dues, newspaper and
Administrative Office of the Courts. magazine subscriptions, computer
After reviewing some of the and kitchen equipment and food
uses for the money, some of the at their meetings and receptions.
judges said they should be more
Beyond the routine expenses
conservative when sending their are other, more costly items. Judge
bills to City Hall.
Rebecca Overstreet spent more than
"It's our responsibility to do any other judge on Christmas and
better than this. There is no ques- birthday gifts for her secretary and
tion that the public should not be clerks: $1,112.14, for sweaters,
paying for our holiday -lunches-or jewelry, gift-certificates and other
our personal gifts to employees. items. Keller and judges John
That's just inappropriate," said Adams and Mary Noble spent a
James Keller, a Kentucky Supreme combined $547.85 on employees'
Court justice who served until this gifts.
year in Fayette Circuit Court.
Judges also received $1,095.08
Much of the money has paid in reimbursements over the four
for items such as snacks, lunch years for luncheon and banquet tickmeats, coffee, sodas and hygiene ets and for restaurant meals for
products that the judges use to which they listed no official pur-
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Not quite that rough
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While everybody else works TuesCAPITOL THOUGHTS
day. state government offices will
AP Ilb ,
be closed to mark the inauguration of Paul Patton as governor.
And not just in the capital.
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Bush takes stage
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Peer advising program
aids graduation of blacks

LEA
Mrs. Ocie Grubbs

Mrs. Ruby Allbntten
Mrs. Ruby Allbritten, 90, Stateline Road, Hazel, died Sunday, Dec.
5, 1999, at 9:30 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel is in charge of arrangements.

Dr. Joseph E. Pace Jr.

BIB

Dr. Joseph E. Pace Jr.. Tallahassee, Fla., formerly of Calloway
County. died Wednesday, Dec. 1, 1999, at his home.
He started his dental practice in Tallahassee in 1960 and retired in
1983 when he became active in land developing and property management. He was a Navy veteran.
A native of Hardin he was the son of the late Joe Pace, former
secretary of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers "Association in
Murray, and Mary Elizabeth Burks Pace, former executive secretary
of the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jaan Pace, to whom he had been
married for 27 years, and one son, R. Daniel Pace, Tallahassee, Fla.
Graveside services are today at 11 a.m. at Pace Cemetery, Hardin.
Garry Evans is officiating.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may 'be made to the Diabetes Center at
TMH, 122 Hodges Dr., Tallahassee, FL 32308.

Mrs. Betty J. Kreitlow
Mrs. Betty J. Kreitlow, 79, Hardin, died Sunday at 7 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, Clayton C. Kreitlow, five sisters and six brothers preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Charles Boggs
and Nell Boggs.
Mrs. Kreitlow was a lifetime member of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Nancy J. Ryckert, Benton;
one son, Clayton C. Kreitlow, Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Grace Mitchell,
Midland, Texas; four grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements, hut there will be no service or visitation scheduled.

Mid-year graduation
set for Dec. 10 at MSU
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A total of 159 students representing 19 states and eight foreign countries have applied for master's degrees at the end of the fall
1999 semester at Murray State
University.
Commencement exercises and
investiture ceremony to honor these
mid-year graduates will be held
Dec. 10, 7:30 p.m., at Lovett Auditorium.
Kentucky's 1999-2000 Poet Laureate, Dr. Richard Lawrence Taylor, will give the keynote address.
Family and friends are invited to
attend with seating on a first-come
basis. A reception will follow in
Pogue Library.
The following individuals from
Calloway County are among the
most recent Murray State graduates:
Jennifer Renae Adkins, G.
Steven Alexander, Danita Walker
Atkins, Nathanael Mark Bazzell,
Richard Benson Beam, Deborah
Bell, Scott A. Benson, Kimberly
Gilliam Byars,
Frankie Lee Crider, Charles R.
Daniels, Ruslan V. Dzhunusov, Sara
Grey Fitts, Veronica Goulko,Amanda Rae Greer, Jun zhi Han, Wimon
Hannying, David G. Hood, Ki Jeong
Kim, Patricia Ruth Klapper, Thapanee Konsue, Kyung-Myung
Kwon, Lawrence Lim, Joe Dabney Lyons,
Marty Allen McBride, Thomas
Patrick McElrath, Karoline Rinda
Minelly, Shauna Leanne Mullins,
John Bradley Noffsinger, Jennifer
Renee Ohl, Somjai Oonthong,

Robin Renae Peterson, Kathleen
C. Price, Heather Hoe Richard,
•
Sunni Wells Sosna,
Galina A. Tonka, Beiwei Tu,
Michael David Wilson, Greg Ryan
Wyatt, Renan Zhuang, Akmal
Mostafa 7-oheir.
:

Mrs. Ocie Grubbs, 90, Shoemaker Road, Murray, died Friday, Dec
3, 1999, at 1:45 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Clovis Grubbs, died in 1974. Also preceding her in
death were one sister, Tennie McSwain, two brothers, Franklin Oliver and Truman Oliver, two nieces, Ruby Broach and Paulette Orr, and
one nephew, Charles Lester McSwain. Born Aug. 26, 1909, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Lester Oliver and
Nellie Elkins Oliver.
Mrs. Grubbs, a homemaker, was a member of Green Plain Church
of Christ.
Survivors include one son, Lowell Grubbs, Murray; three nieces,
Mrs. Sue Best, Denver, Colo., Mrs. Ann Pierpoint and husband,
Thomas, and Mrs. Carolyn Wheatley and husband, Bill, all of Buchanan,
Tenn.; two nephews, Jimmy Oliver and wife, Sue, New Concord,
and
Bobby Oliver and wife, Betty, krizona.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. Virgil Hale and Danny Herndon will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby C. Stubblefield, Darrelr Mathis, Ralph
Carraway, Cullen Irvin, Jimmy Oliver and Thomas Pierpoint. Burial
will follow in the Hazel Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Wilford H. Brandon
Wilford H. Brandon, 73, Paducah, died Sunday at 4:38 a.m. at
Parkview Nursing and Rehabilitation Center.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Milner
and Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. Tony Kelton will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.
Other information concerning survivors of Mr. Brandon were not
released by the funeral home in a telephone call this morning.

Mrs. Betty Nanny
The funeral for Mrs. Betty Nanny is today at 11 a.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ where she was a member. John Dale is officiating. Congregational singing is being held.
Pallbearers are Loman Brown, Charles Brown, Steve Lyles, Charles
Cochran, James Lyles and Phil Bryan. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Nanny, 71, Cocoa Beach, Fla., formerly of Graham Road,
Murray, died Thursday, Dec. 2, 1999, at 2:15 p.m. at Parrish Medical Center there.
She had formerly worked at Ellis Popcorn Company, but retired
from Murray State University.
-Wei husband, Charles L. Nanny, died in January 1983. Born July
3, 1928, she was the daughter of the late Weldon Lyles and Hontas
Dunn Lyles.
Survivors include two sons, Dr. Dale Nanny, Titusville, Fla., and
Don Nanny and wife, Deanna, Louisville; two sisters, Mrs. Noma
Jones, Warren, Mich., and Mrs. Virginia Brown, Hardin; one brother,
Larry Lyles, Frankfort.
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NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED!
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Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
't-nrr the Southwest

This year let English Farms handle the
Assembly with a

1100

president of the Consortium for
Graduate Study in Management at
Washington University in St. Louis.
-They should be commended for
their efforts to recruit, retain and
graduate minority students."
Other predominantly white colleges have similar minority mentor programs.

=112ZSZNI
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Court Square
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Upon Request

HILLIARD
L.NVINS
SINCE 1851

CHESTNUT

MURRAY

Our Best Investment Is lint.
J8

Hdhani, 11L Lyons, Inc • Alemter NYSE and SIPC

for everyone on your list!
Choose from delicious edibles including imported
chocolates, cookies, snacks, teas, coffees, and a
variety ofjams,jellies, candies, mustards or
popcorns made right on the premises.

ENGLISH FARMS'
SPECIALTY FOODS

The One gift 3or The
Whole 3amily

We Ship UPS

0440044

10th & Arcadia Sts.
NI-F 9-6 p.m. • Sat. 10-5 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

When this gift is opened,
every member of your
family will find just what
they want.

A subscription
to the
Murray Ledger & Times
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Miller Funeral Home
Sunday, Dec. 12, 1999 • 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
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CHARLOTTESVILLE,Va.(AP)
— Brandi Colander might not have
returned for a second year at the
University of Virginia had it not
been for a peer advising program
for blacks.
She felt isolated on the predominantly white campus, hours
away from her home in northern
New Jersey.
What brought her back to the
Charlottesville campus this year, she
said, was a program run by the
Office of African-American Affairs
that paired her with a black upperclassman as a mentor. They studied together, set academic goals
for themselves and even attended
parties together.
"I probably would have looked
into transferring had it not been
for the program," said Ms. Colander of South Orange, N.J.
Now, she's an adviser to six
black first-year students.
Educators say the university's
peer advising program is a major
reason why the school has a black
graduation rate of 87 percent —
the highest rate of all public universities in the country. That compares with a national black graduation rate of 39 percent.
The rate measures the percentage of students who graduate within six years of entering as a freshman. The latest figures are for
1998 graduates.
The University of Virginia's rate
ranks ninth nationally among all
private and public colleges and is
20 percentage points higher than
any state university in America,
according to the Journal of Blacks
in Higher Education. The rate also
is higher than those at five of the
eight Ivy League colleges.
-The reason the University of
Virginia is so successful is that
they really reach out to their minority students," said Phyllis Buford,
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This service is in honor of loved ones who have passed away during the year of 1999.
On our Christmas tree at Miller Funeral Home in Murray, Kentucky we have placed
a dove ornament engraved with your loved ones name. We want you to have the ornamentfor your tree as well.
We will serve refreshments, enjoy music by recording artist Dorothy Terry and be
encouraged by Dr. Allan Beane and Rev. Dennis Norvell. After the service, you may
take your special ornament home.
Memorial Service at 2:30 p.m.
.

Let us help with that Christmas list.
We'll even send a gift card for you!
Local Delivery
RATES
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6 mo.
1 yr.
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Merry Christmas and may God
bless you aft!
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VISA

1001 Whitnell Avenue
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
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Patton encourages citizens
to Tie One On For Safety'
Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton
joined Mothers Against Drunk

[)riving. the Kentucky State Police,
law enforcement agencies from the
state. Allstate insurance, and various highway safety departments
aid organizations, at the State
Capitol at Frankfort on Friday to
en.„-oui age citizens across Kentucky
. he One On For Safety."
'
Ilie public awareness campaign
(emur nig the familiar MADD ribhim. was designed in 1986 to combat drinking and driving during the

•

holiday season.
Joining with other officials
act oss the country. Gov. Patton tied
a NI ADD ribbon to his car in recognition of this awareness campaign.
Working with law enforcement
agencies and, local businesses.
NIADD will distribute their ribbons
throughout 'the Commonwealth.
The ribbon is a symbol of the motot ists pledge to drive safe and sober during the holiday season and
reminds other motorists to do the
same.
Nationally, between Thanksgiving and New Years. 1,644 people
were killed in alcohol-related traffic crashes. Out of these 1,644 lives
lost. 22 died on Kentucky's highways during this time period.
"As we celebrate this season. I
urge all, Kentuckians to do so sensibly.. Celebrations are for home and

. 'The .

Senior Circuit
Preserrted try
Glendale Place

Christy Mattingl‘
Marketing Director

Jl STING THE BUSHES

•

A study of the bushmen of the
K alahari desert provides some use' !I information about blood pres-Ulf and aging. Much like other
tropical forest populations. the
bushmen's mean blood pressure
does not rise between the ages of 20
and 51. There were no cases of
hypertension or coronary hear disease found in the population. and
ser11111 cholesterol level were found
to he very low. This latter fact was
probably attributable to a diet consisting mainly of nuts and game
meat, which is very low in saturated
tat. The low blood pressure and low
lipid values of the 'elderly .bushmen
supports- the view that changes in
blood pressure are more a function
of lifestyle than aging. GLENDALE PLACE is an independent living rental retirement
community with over 80 residential
'units. Here at 905 Glendale Road.
‘‘e'w created an environment
which encourages activity and living life to the' fullest. Your monthly
rent provides at least the following
two nutritious well-balanced meal,
Monday through Saturday with
brunch on Sundays; maintenance on
furnished appliances, buildings, and
grounds: housekeeping: use of the
Activities Center. Crafts Room.
I.ibrary. and scheduled transportation to shopping. banking. and medical facilities. To schedule a visit.
call 759-1555

JO'S DATEBOOK

hearth and not the highways. Mixing drinking and driving is a formula for tragedy. Let's all do our
part and 'tie one on for safety' and
keep the holidays,and our highways
safe," Gov. Patton said.
"Drunk driving is a serious
problem in Kentucky -- especially
during the holiday season," corn;
Mented Jacquelin Jenkins, MADD
Kentucky State Chairperson. "We
are pleased with Gov. Patton's support of this lifesaving program and
are greatly encouraged by the widespread support received from law
enforcement throughout the state in
helping distribute the ribbons to the
public."
"The Tie One On For Safety"
campaign is MADD's largest national public awareness program.
The program, sponsored by Allstate
,Insurance and General Motors, runs
from Nov. 1 through New Year's
Day. Six-time Grammy award winning performer and honorary national chairwoman, Naomi Judd is
joining MADD for the second year
to encourage participation in the
campaign.
As part of the campaign, MADD
is offering prevention information
in an effort to reduce drunk driving
deaths and injuries. When hosting a
private or office party, follow this
advice from MADD:
*Serve high-protein food if alcohol is served, and offer non-alcoholic beverages.
*Encourage guests to designate
a driver or offer alternative transportation.
*Don't let guests mix their own
drinks and "close the bar" 90 minutes before the party ends.
*Report suspected drunk drivers
immediately,to police from a cell
Rhone or pay phone.
MADD is a nation non-profit
501(C)(3) organization. If you are
interested in becoming a member
or for further information contact
the MADD Kentucky State Office,
Harrodsburg, at 1-800-944-6233.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Received the Kentucky Extension Homemakers Association Inc.
newsletter on Thursday and was impressed with an article titled
"Take 2 Hugs and Kiss Me In the Morning!" 1 am reprinting it for
your thought as follows:
Science tells us that the human system requires 7 hugs a day for
emotional and physical stability. In fact, hugging is nothing less
than a miracle drug: It helps the immune system, encourages hemoglobin and is a good stretch for the upper torso.
Hugging reduces stress and induces sleep. It also cures depression, boosts self-esteem, anger management and improves body image. It has no side effects. It is wholesome, organic, and naturally
sweet with no calories or fat. Hugging has no pesticides, no preservatives and no artificial colors or flavors.
Hugging consumes little fuel but has high energy yield with no
pollution. There are no batteries to wear out, no fluids to change
and no check-ups. It is inflation proof, theft-proof, nontaxable, no
monthly payments, no insurance needs and is fully refundable. It is
a self-renewing national resource. Plus, hugging is free and feels
good both giving and getting
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Boy Scouts plan fundraiser
Tessa Taylor and Cedrick Byars

Taylor-Byars to
be married Jan. 1
Teresa Jones of Murray announces the engagement and approaching
marriage of her daughter. Tessa Sue Taylor of Murray to Cedrick (Marquis) Byars, son of James and Paula Byars-Stockdale of Paris, Tenn.
Miss Taylor is the granddaughter of Sue Turner of Hardin.
Mr. Byars is the grandson of Pauline Byars and the late Charles Byars
of Paris.
The bride-elect is a 1999 graduate of Henry County High School, Paris,
and is currently attending Murray State University majoring in biology.
The groom-elect is also a 1999 graduate of Henry County High School.
He is currently employed at PML,Paris.
The candlelight wedding will be Saturday, Jan. 1, 2000, at 6 p.m. at
Church of the Living God, 116 South Port St., Paris.
A reception will follow in the Lafayette room at the Best Western Motel, Paris.

All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

BRAND NEW LOCATIO
SAME EXCELLENT SERVICE

The Essential- TNT Spa
'Massage Therapy -Facials •AVEDASProducts
& OP!• Aromatherapy • Sugaring •'llisys

Charles T. Elder, outgbing president of the First District Retired
Teachers Association, was honored
at the recent annual meeting.
Dr. Aaron Beals, president-elect,
read a resolution paying tribute to
Elder's leadership and devotion to
the association and to his professional, civic, social and recreational

1311 Johnson lEirheel. • Murrill,'

CI
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Elder honored
for years of
teaching service

Playhouse in the Park
presents

activities during his educational
service.
Elder is a former resident of
Calloway County. He taught school
for several years in Caldwell
County.

Scrooge's

Christmas Carol
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IAAP Board will meet

The Murray chapter of International Association of Administrative
Professionals(IAAP) will have its monthly board meeting Tuesday at

5:15 p.m. in President Gale Vinson's office on third floor Of kilurray
State University CUITIS Center. All members are invited to attena, especially officers and committee chairs. For more information call Cathy
Thompson,CPS at 762-1680.

Parkinson's group will meet

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the West
View Nursing Home. Persons are asked to note the change in time from
a previous announcement. For more information contact Dixie Hopkins, speech language pathologist, at 762-1573, or Nancy Lyell LPN at
767-3672.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital w/111 offer
glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks at its stops in
December. Stops will be at Symsonia Post Office from 9 to 11:30 a.m.
and Hardin Baptist Associational building from 1 to 3 p.m. Tuesday; at
Murray'Say-A-Lot from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
Wednesday; at Paris, Tenn. Wal-Mart from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
_ to 3 p.m. on Thursday; and at Kirksey Post Office from 8:30 a.m. to
noon on Friday.

Pet Therapy on Tuesday
Pet Therapy will start Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the parking lot of the
Calloway County Public Library. The members and their pets will visit
residents of Hickory Wood Retirement Center and Fern Terrace Lodge.
For more information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

Free blood pressures Tuesday

Free blood pressure checks will be given tuesday from noon to 2
p.m. at the Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and
South 15th Streets. This is a free service of the church.

CORRECTION
Jackson Purchase Medical
Center would like to make
corrections concerning information in its most recent
column
Health
Notes
Sandra
Dr.
regarding
McHenry. Dr. McHenry is
board eligible, and her office
is located in Suite 401 of the
Jackson Purchase Medical
Offices,

December 2-5,9-12, 16-18
Thursdays, Fridays & Saturdays at 8pm
Sundays at 2pm
For Reservations 759-1752

REUSE THE NEWS

RECYCLE

Moms In

ouch International, a prayer support group for women,

will meet Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church. for more
information call DeeDee Cohoon at 759-9778 or Ginger Leavell at 7594732.

Library plans events
"Christmas" will be the theme of the programs for Baby &
Parent/Adult at 9:30 a.m. and Toddler & parent/Adult at 10:30 a.m. on
Tuesday and Parents & Twos at 9:30 am'. and Story Hour for 3 to 7

S.

Singles(SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m, at
the Weaks Community Center, back entrance. For more information

call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Hardin TOPS will meet
Hardin TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter No. 495 will meet
Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Hardin Public Library. For more information
call Brenda Duncan at 753-8966.

West View lists events
Special events for residents of West View Nursing Home include

Coffee Hour at 9:45 a.m., MMS Flute Choir and Woodwind Quartet at
10 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU Times at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday; Bible
Class at 10 a.m., Room Games at 10:15 a.m. and West View Singers at
2 p.m. Wednesday.

For the first time in 3 years PFAFF American Sales Corp is conducting a
LOCATED ON 641 S.
PURYEAR,TN • 901-247-5798
/N
Now Booking
Christmas Parties
Call for more information

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from 11:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.
Live Music Every Saturday Night at 8:30
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BONUS BALL #1

$5000°

PLAYS LIKE A BONUS BALL
BUT THE Knights PUT THE MONEY IN
THE POT,

"We/Sellithe,13e.st and/Service the Rese
Hwy. 68 off Exit 16, Paducah, KY
800-599-USEW (8739) or 270-898-7301

2 DAYS ONLY! 2 DAYS ONLY! 2 DAYS ONLY! 2 DAYS ONLY!

BONUS BALL #2
$340004.

58Aptum bora
*50000 Coverall now
Play K of C Bingo every Tu.sda3fEáinlng 7pm
WO Han,PULL TANS• SPIMOBIALL ~Ina at dir30 pm

K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Cards starting
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00

Plays 12
Games

Featuring nightly specials at $1 pet urd or 52 ktr three Spectal carry over 7 + + +
4
Retreshments candy and FREE popcorn served Kantuciry Chantabie Gaming Uairise •OFiGC00051
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Moms In Touch will meet

years at 10;30 a.m. on Wednesday.

A Humorous Musical Adaptation
of Dicken's Classic Tale

131€ td11111
tAdtit_

Boy Scouts of America Troop 982 of Murray will have a chili supper fundraiser on Tuesday from 5 to 7 p.m. at the Murray Housing
Authority Ellis Center on Nash Street. Tickets will be $3.50 for adults
and $2.50 fir children, 10 and under, will be sold at the door. For more
information ca_11.753-5000. All proceeds will go to support the troop.
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NEW MEMBERS - pictured are new members of the Kentucky
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. They are, from left,
seated, Nikki Stom and Bridgette Garrison, standing, Janna
Falwell, Jeanne Underhill and Janie Hale. Not pictured is Molly
Canter.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cain in 1949

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cain in /999

CALL 753-1916

Anniversary reception set for Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cain of 1538 Spring Creek Dr., Murray, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. Dec. 12.
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at Kirksey Baptist Church, Backusburg Road, Kirksey. All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The
couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Cain were married Dec. 18, 1949, at Corinth, Miss. Their
attendants were James Vaughn Edwards and Jean Workman Edwards.
Mrs. Cain, the former LaVerne Treas, is the daughter of Mrs. Ruby

Thweatt Treas and the late Isaiah Treas.
Mr. Cain is the son of the late 011us Cain and Lydia Stephenson Cain.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Cain are retired from Cain's Chrysler Inc., Murray.
They have two sons, Barry Cain and wife, Cindy, and Daryl Cain and
wife, Karen, all of Murray.
Their four grandchildren are Brian Cain and wife, Courtney, Ashley
Cain. Alexander Cain and Tori Glover, and their one great-grandchild is
Chandler Cain, all of Murray.

Window Treatments • Carpet
Upholstery • Bedspreads
Furniture • Accessories

or 759-1776
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Pamela Clark

"We Care About
Your Car"

Kappa Department
of the
Murray Woman's Club
presents...

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916
i)cal
To I)
ROTARY SPEAKER - Calloway County Judge/Executive
Larry Elkins spoke to the Murray Rotary Club concerning
the various needs, plans,
problems and possible solutions which must be addressed by the county in the
future. Topics discussed were
trash, water, juvenile problems, use of the old jail, and
problems in combining city
and county governments.

OUR
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CURRENT • 4347i.,
fl,t
FLEX II
ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

5.50%

THETA DONATES - Teresa Butler, standing right, of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, presents a Theta donation to Tina Dunn, seated right, librarian for Murray Elementary School, for Library 2000. MES students pictured are Seth
Parker-Bell, Claire Barnett and Taylor Butler.
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CHRISTMAS

wawa!,

with the
PADUCAH SYMPHONY

Dec. 3 p 7:30pm Children's Chorus Christmas Concert
Immanuel Baptist Church. Paducah
Dec. I lD 8:00pm & Dec. 12 @ 3:00pm Gala Christmas
Concerts with the Symphony Orchestra and Chorus
Tilghman Auditorium. Paducah
Dec. 12 p I:30pm Youth Orchestra Christmas Concert
Tilghman Auditorium. Paducah
Dec. 19 p 3:00pm Messiah Sing-Along with the
Symphony Chorus Tilghman Auditorium, Paducah
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2
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at Cedarling Bills Subdivision (off Hwy. 280)
Sunday, December 12, 1999 • 1:00-4:00 p.m.
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Al & Carolyn Farrell

One Choice.
Invest in Series I Bonds. They're
safe. They're guaranteed to
stay ahead of inflation for 30
years. And you can get started
with Just $50. Visit us at
www.savingsbonds.gov to find
out more.
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www.savingsbonds.gor ei
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133 Windward Lane
Home of,

Horne of

Norm & foRae Peiffer Tom & Donna Christensen
81 Woodridge Lane
-•Home of

82 Woodridge Lane
-• Home of

Danny & Sherry Tolley Stuart & Sue Conover
32 Wrenwood Line

550 Edgewood Drive

Tour will be marked by signs and balloons.
Purchase Tickets. Any Kappa member, University Branch and South
Manor Branch of Union Planters Bank prior to the tour 157.0.4
or at the door, day of tour ($8.001. Call 759-6080 or toll free
*
877-289-0914 for more information.
Proceeds Benefit - Angel Community Clinic and the Muria\ l+.'orn an's Clubhouse
renovations.

1

lewsL,cicei

FOR MORE INFO.(270)444-0065 or (800)738-3727

Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions less any applicable maintenance fees, accumulate wealth for the
future Early surrender charges apply

Hone -1.C.79)1.1ri
elotritistiznais
Sult_n 'You
PJerlectivi

753-4703
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Estee Lauder Tray Full of Color
Yours for 40.00 with any Estee Lauder fragrance purchase

Your friendship
is our gain.
CALL NOW

767-0780

11111NONIUM/MI1

Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5.
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

:147

Worth 230.00, it includes:
*Compact with 2 interchangeable
makeup palettes containing Blush
All Day Natural CheekColor and
h Two-in-One ByAsShadows

L #1

00
L #2

004_
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pm
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12
nips
G000061 4
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Why not give someone special an Estee Lauder fragrance and yourself a Tray Full of Estee Lauder
Color for lips, eyes, cheeks and nails. It even includes an invitation to come back for a
free makeup lesson using all your new makeup and brushes.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

•4 All-Day Lipsticks
•4 Lip Defining Pencils
'Eye Defining Pencil
•4 High Gloss Lacquers for Nails
•Reusable Tray

•More Than Mascara(TM)
Moisture Building Formula
'Makeup Brush Collection
.Makeup Brush Cup
'Deluxe Folding Mirror

Choose from the Estee Lauder fragrance collection, including Beautiful, Estee Lauder pleasures,
dazzling SILVER and dazzling GOLD. Quantities limited. Offer good while supplies last.

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

HI-ENERGY
FE

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
305 N. 12th St • University Square • Murray
0

st?'
•
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Local students attend leadership class
Youth from the Calloway County High School chapter of Family. Carter and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) recently
participated in a weekend leadership training conference held Nov.
19-21 in Louisville.
Attendees participated in a weekend of workshops and sessions
that challenged informed and motivated members and their advisers
to learn more about "Leadership
for Tomorrow" through FCCLA.
Along with 4,200 other advisers and members, Calloway County High School FCCLA chapter
Mumbower
Shannon
adviser
accompanied Tanya McKendree.
Erica Hill, Rachel Haugh and Amy
Todd to the meeting

The "Leadership for Tomorrow"
theme was reinforced by Friday's
powerful general session, where
meeting attendees experienced a
three-screen multimedia presentation and geared up for a variety
of leadership training opportunities offered throughout the weekend.
Keynote speaker Fran Kick challenged Members and advisers to
take advantage of their opportunities as an individual and team leader.
Saturday's workshops involved
training in FCCLA's newest membership campaign, Member Quest
2000, a dynamic program that offers
chapter members ideas on how to
recruit, recognize and retain members.

KtEHIP

Members also had opportunities to learn more about other programs such as Families First and
Career Connections.
Sunday's activities concentrated on developing leadership skills
through "Dynamic Leadership"
workshops.
Keynote speaker Eric Chester
closed out the meeting with the
inspirational message, "The Time
of Your Life." This has helped members develop a new understanding
of FCCLA and leadership.
Family, Career and Community Leaders of America is a dynamic and effective national student
organization that helps young men
and women become leaders and
address important personal, family, work and societal issues through
family and consumer sciences education.
The organization has nearly
220,000 members from 53 state
associations, including the District

See

KENTUCKY CHILDREN'S
HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM

Ronnie

Free health coverage for Kentucky's children

For All

Purchase District Health Department
Will Celebrate Childrens Health Insurance Week

Your

Wednesday, December 8, 1999
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Needs.

Melvin

The

Calloway County Health Department
to assist those interested in
applyrng for or learning more about
FREE health coverage for Kentucky's children

of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands. Since its founding
in 1945, Family, Career and Community Leaders of America has
involved more than nine million
youth.
FCCLA is unique among youth
organizations because its programs
are planned and run by members.
It is the only in-school organization with the family as its central
focus.
Participation in national programs and chapter activities helps
members become strong leaders in
their families, careers and communities.

'Gadget Guru'
faces felony
cocaine count

PETS OF WEEK - Calloway County Animal Shelter at 105 E.
Sycamore St., Murray, features this Bull Terrier mix female
dog, 5 years old named Lucy, left, and these orange Tabbies.
10 weeks old males named Milo and Morris. as animals available for adoption this week. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday, and
closed on Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

MIAMI(AP)—Andrew "Andy"
Pargh, an electronic products
reporter who appears on NBC's
Today show as the Gadget Guru,
has been arrested on felony cocaine
charges.
Pargh.45, was arrested early SatOpening day for Impressions '99,
urday morning in Sunny Isles, just the Mayfield/Graves County Art
north of Miami Beach. He was Guild's annual juried exhibition,
released on $50,000 bond four hours was held Nov. 21.
later, according to an official at
First and second place awards
Miami-Dade County Jail.
were given for each of the folPargh was charged with one lowing categories: painting, phocount of cocaine trafficking.
tography, drawing. sculpture and
Miami-Dade Police released no mixed media including fiber arts.
statement on the case, and refused
Eva King of Graves County
further comment, citing the ongo- won this year's Exchange Bank Best
ing investigation.
of Show award with her painting
'The Nashville-based Pargh is a "Ghost" in our annual juried art
former syndicated columnist for The
show, Impressions '99.
Tennessean and the Nashville BanFirst place in the Painting diviner.
sion went to Paul Lile of Murray
for "Building and Statue, II." Second place went to Heather Duffy,
also of Murray, for her work titled
Very Nice Place."
"A
between
anytime
Dial us up
David
Sheridan of Martin,Tenn.,
p.m.,
5:00
&
7:30 a.m.
first place in Photogracaptured
Monday - Friday
phy division for his color photograph."Peace Lilies." Second place
went to Roger Selvidge of HopGeneral Information &
kinsville for "Persistence of MemComments
ory."
Classified Advertising
First place in Drawing was won
by Nick Helton of Murray for
Business Advertising Info
"Parasitic Dinner Party." Linda Lit_
tle of Paducah won second place
for "Ducks in the Shade."

Murray artists' works
shown at'Impressions'

HOW TO REACH US...

Must Bring Lost Month's Income Information

For Information Call 753-3381

270-753-1916

This Area's #1

Ledger,Times

as 11ADQ

/s-tem

M NESSEN
The ultimate in gas log heat and beauty. Monessen
vent-free gas logs offer you the most choices in log
and
styles
operation
modes. The
4
most realistic •;f,
hand crafted
with
logs
glowing coals
• and yellow
flames combined with
the high effio
ciency
vent-free
space heating
makes
Monessen the ultimate choice when you're looking
pr gas lOgs with heat and personality.
/ -14,11Ale
_ --0

Heat with Personality:
Calloway County's Exclusive Monessen Dealer

Gary LoPiccolo of Murray
placed first in the Sculpture division for "Amphibious. Clan Cradle" by Diana Wicai of New Concord won second place.
First place in the Mixed Media
category went to Gary Ehrsam for
his fiber art piece, "Resurrection."
Bryan Warner of Murray placed second for his carving, titled "Bowl."
Juror's awards went to Rosa Case
for her untitled painting and Keith
Thomas for his painting, "Watchful Eye." Both artists are from
Graves County.
Scott Carter of Hopkinsville
won a juror's award for his mixed
media work "Iron Man with Offering Envelope."
Impressions '99 was judged by
Dale Leys, professor of art at Murray State. Dale exhibits his work
nationally and has been a juror
for numerous exhibitions at universities and colleges.
Impressions '99 will be on display through Dec. 11 at the Guild's
Ice House Gallery, corner of North
and Eighth streets, Mayfield.
Gallery hours are Tuesday-Friday 10 a.m.-4:30p.m., and Saturday 10 a.m.-I p.m.

DEAR PRIMESTAR CUSTOMER,
GREATTAKE ADVANTAGE OF
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Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you a
FREE DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM, INSTALLED*
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6 FREE MONTHS
OF AMERICA'S TOP 40* PROGRAMMING PACKAGE VALUED AT $19.99 PER MONTH
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500 N. 4th St.
Murray. KY • 759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

1801 Bell Ave.
Paris. TN • 642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free
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1999 GMC 2500 Ext. Cab SLE Pickup st. #
GERALD CLAYWELL

ROBERT GEURIN

ROBERT HILL

1 Media
sam for
ection."
ced sec"Bowl."
)sa Case
id Keith
"Watch•e from

Gerald Claywell, Robert Geurin,
Robert Hill, James Murdock and
Ben Watkins, all of Murray, have
been selected as Class II participants in the U.S. Tobacco/Murray
State University Agriculture LeadDevelopment Program
ership
(ALDP).
The ALDP is a two-year program designed to develop the leadership skills of active dark tobacco producers and agribusiness individuals.

cinsville
s mixed
h Offer-

dged by
at Murlis work
a juror
at urli-

Other objectives of the program
are to increase the participants'
awareness of issues and policies
related to dark tobacco and other
agriculture enterprises; to broaden
the participants' perspectives of
social, economic and political systems and how they affect tobacco and agriculture; to improve the
participants' communication skills
and increase their ability to analyze and resolve conflicts and complex issues facing the tobacco indus-

One thing the Cooperative
Extension Office has available to
all persons is the massive amounts
of publications on various topics
and wealth of information pertaining to the subjects.
Unbiased information, obtained
from research conducted by the University of Kentucky, allows people the opportunity to view how
varieties have performed, chemicals have responded to different
weeds, diseases or insects. Also,
information on many other agriculture related topics are avail,
able.
A very informative booklet for
the 2000 crop year is now available at the Calloway County Extension Office. "Chemical Weed Control of Kentucky Crops" has been
issued recently.
This publication is a popular
resource for farmers to use as a
reference in the field or the office.
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1998 Dodge 1500 SWB SLT Pickup st # 00032.1
Tan, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/VV, P/L, T/C
$14,986
1998 Chevrolet Venture LS St. # 00219.1 Tan, V-6,
Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, 27,000 miles $15,995

try and agriculture in general; and
to increase the participants' leadership involvement and activities
at the local, state or national level
for the benefit of the dark tobacco industry.
Seminars for the program consist of educational visits / to
Nashville, Tenn.; Frankfort; Greenwich, Conn.; New York City; and
Washington, D.C., as well as other
dark tobacco producing areas.

AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAYVVELL
U.K. Cooperative Extension Agent
Information within this resource can
be placed in the farmer's pickup
truck, spray rig or other strategic
place for a quick reliable reference.
Another beneficial piece of information has also been released by
the University of Kentucky. The
1999 Kentucky Hybrid Corn Performance Test results are available in booklet form.
This publication has data reflecting the yields, moisture, percent
stand, total percent lodging and

test weights of varieties tested in
1999.
Locations for the testing are
throughout the state of Kentucky.
Our closest locations to Calloway
County are Mayfield and Princeton. These locations rotate every
two years and will eventually rotate
back to Calloway County for the
growing site for the test.
Soybean yield test data will be
available to producers in publication form in the near future. The
results are finished for the soy-

Tobacco market
news available
free of charge

••••
•WI..14

White, V-8, Auto, A/C, PAN, P/L, T/C, Cassette,
17,000 miles
$19,995

1998 Chrysler Town & Country LXi St. # 00095.1
Tan, V-6, Auto, Leather, All Power, 19,000 miles, 1
$21,986
owner

1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT Pickup - St. #
00199.7 V-8, Auto, P/VV, P/L, 43,000 miles
$15,995
1997 Chevrolet 1500 ExCab 4x4 Silverado
Pickup - St. # 00199.1 V-8, P/W, P/L Red
$18,986

BEN WATKINS

1997 Dodge Avenger ES a #00085.1 Tan, V-6,
$10,986
Auto, P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette

Publications available at Extension office

! on dis: Guild's
of North
eld.
)day-Frid Satur-

Ay wan an.

1999 Dodge 1500 Club SLT Pickup st #99422.1

Five chosen to participate
in local ALDP program

Murray
re diviin Craw Con-

.
keSe

00046.1 Maroon/Gray, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/VV, P/L,
T/C, Only 4,000 miles
$24,986

JAMES MURDOCK

Up-to-date news from Kentucky's tobacco markets. will be
available each day of the market
season through the Tobacco Information Hotline, Kentucky Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray
Smith has announced.
The toll-free hotline number is
1-800-432-9262.
It is sponsored by the Kentucky Department of Agriculture
and the Federal Tobacco Market
News Service.
"We're happy to be able to provide this important information
free of charge to Kentucky farmers," Smith said.
The recorded messages will give
averages prices farmers are receiving for their tobacco crops at different locations, the amount of
tobacco sold, and pertinent grade
and price information.
There will be three updates each
day. The morning update, at 11
a.m. EST, will give corrected figures for the previous day's sales
across the Burley Belt and in Kentucky. The afternoon update, at
3:30 p.m., will provide current
information for all of the day's sales,
corrected figures from the previous day's sales, and some grade
averages. The 6:30 p.m. update
will give sales figures from each
market and the day's averages.
The information will remain
available as long as any of Kentucky's tobacco markets are in
operation.

1997 Dodge Intrepid ES - St. #512 V-6,Auto,NC,
PA/V I P/L, Power Seat, Only 37,000 miles

bean test; however, as of press
time, our office has not received
them.
As stated earlier, these publications can be obtained at the Calloway County Extension-Office
Also, I place these publications in
agricultural retail locations throughout Murray and Calloway County. Be sure to ask or look for
these publications.
The 1999 agricultural growing
season has been a time many folk
would like to forget; however, time
is passing quickly and the 20(X)
growing season will arrive rapidly.
Get these publications in hand
to help in some management decisions in the near future. Give me
a call if I can help.

$11,986
1997 Mercury Cougar XR7 St. # 00069.1 v-8, Blue,
PNV, P/L, T/C, Power Seat, Cassette, 31,000 miles
Reduced $11,995

1996 Ford F150 XLT LWB Pickup - St. #00220.1
V-8, Auto, NC, PNV, P/L, T/C, 43,000

1996 Dodge 1500 Conversion Truck - St. #
00087.2 Black/Gray, V-8, Leather, 57,000 miles
$1 3,995

1996 Chevy S-10 LS St. #00198.1 Blue, PS/PB, A/C,
$6,995
Cassette
1996 Dodge Dakota Club Cab - sc. # 00165 2 V-8,
Black, Auto, A/C, P/VV, P/L T/C, 58,000 miles

$11,995
1996 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT - St. # 00135.2
$9,995
Tan, V-6, A/C, PS/PB, 62,000 miles

VET
TALK

1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - st.
#99146.2, Blue/Tan, A/C, PS/PB, 41,000 miles
Reduced $10,995

1995 Ford Ranger XLT - st. # 00226.1 Teal, PS/PB,
$7,486
A/C, 26,000 miles

by Dr. Noel Thomas
Calving season is lust around the comer for most producers and with it canes the occasional calving problem
The following are a few tps to het dunng problem
cases

The Stihl 017 toll
chain saw w I

95
MSRP for a
limited time

www.stihlusa.com

Your neighbors
will never see the
price tag.
It's the most affordable Stihl chain saw you can buy.

Are you readyfor aSTIHE.?
Number One Worldwide

Murray Home 6 Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571
SUPPORT OUR LOCAL

FARMERS

$12,986

miles

1995 Chevy Tahoe LS St #00214.1 40, 4WD, Red,
$18,995
V-8, Auto, A/C, PAN, FL, T/C

Daily herd checks even a quick drive by, twice a c
may het r locatng problems Any cow not with -•
nerd off by herself should be suspect of having a pi
ern
1*

1995 Ford Escort SW St. #00185.1 White, A/C, P/S,
$6,995
P/B, Only 35,000 miles
1995 Dodge Dakota Sport st # 00088.2 V-6, Auto,
$8,450
NC, Cassette, Red, 64,000 miles

Heifer cows regularly take longer to calve than rraluii..
cows. A heifer cow may be in active labor tor several
nours before finally caMng Also hetfers are more Ikety
to have trouble with the calf due to their smaller body
size

1995 Ford Thunderbird LX - St. #992662 V-8,
$7,995
PAN. P/L, T/C, 73,000 miles
1994 Olds Achieva St. # 00131.1 4D, Green, Auto.
$5,496
.
AC, P/VV, P/L, 65,000 miles ... .

Remember Has rule cr thumb. The key to deciding rf a
cow needs het is 'progress'. As long as she is making
progress give her more tine 4 you have checked on her
and she is down straining then you come back mar'hour
and there is a foot showing she has made progress If
Men you come back in another hOor and the nose is
showing. she has made progress 4 their you come back
ran hour and the nose is VII showing but Mere is notng new. there has been no progress After progress has
stopped 4 is a ludgment call whether or not the cow wit
need help This G the time to contract your veterinarian

1994 Plymouth Acclaim St. # 00202 1 V-6, Auto,
A/C, P/VV, FL, T/C, 1 owner local car, 64,000 miles
$5,995
5,95
9
1994 Plymouth Laser - St. #00106 1 NC, PS/PB.
$3,995
Auto

1994 Lincoln Continental - St. #99356.1 Silver,
Reduced $7,995
All Power, Leather

so
Most caking problems can be corrected by manual
manipulahor al Me fetus possible trailonng the cow to
a veterinary laakty is best 4 the procedure must be Perionmed on the tarn make try to drive the cow to an area
ease,/ accessible with a study obiect to be the cow too
Dccasionaly con:khans such as a twisted uterus(uteme
iorsioni or cesarean section (C-sector rewire the
assistance ol3or more people or must be done at a vetennary facility

Brought to you as a public service by the veterinarians who
care for your animals at:

Westside
Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South

753-6749

1992 Toyota Corolla DX - St # 514.1 40, Blue, Auto.
A/C, P/VV, P/L, 79,000 miles
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale
(

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."
.

Pt-PPiecc
Dodge
Dodge Truths

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

I
Dodge

11110111R
Plymouth
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photos
Detroit
Mercy defenders during Muraround
room
look
for
(above)
Reese
TITANIC WIN: Isaac Spencer (left) and Aubrey
Spencer scored 28 points
Center.
Special
Events
Regional
Saturday
in
the
ray State's 77-68 win over the visiting Titans
steals as the 5-1 Racand
four
four
assists
boards,
eight
points,
added
25
and ripped down 11 rebounds, while Reese
streak.
Ion
gest
nation's
game,
the
ers won their 45th consecutive home

Have Mercy!

Racers 'streak' past Detroit 77-68
resilient in the spotlight, extendBy SCOTT NANNEY
ing the nation's longest homecourt
Sports Editor
With their pride -- and "The winning *streak to 45 in a 77-68
-Streak" - on the line.'the Murray -triumph at a ralklJUN Rrgiortal SpeState Racers showed the nation what cial Events Center Saturday afternoon.
they were made of on Saturday.
"What a win.- exclaimed a jubiAfter seeing a 19-point lead whittled to just three in a 13-minute lant Tev ester Anderson,-MSU's secspan of the second half, the Rac- ond-year head coach. "Detroit made
appeared to be v. ilting a tremendous comeback, but our
ers
in the heat of -a live ESP audi- kids. sucked it _up_. These guys.
ence during their showdown with hung tough and beat a very fine
basketball team.highly-rated Detroit Mercy.
The Racers were energized early
However. Murray remained

by a lively crowd, and - with a
big lead - seemed well on their
way to routing -the 'higher-ranked
Titans
2
But Detroit would not go down
without a fight.
A dunk by forward Isaac Spencer
gave MSU its second 19-point lead
(60-41) with 15:05 to go in the
contest.
Then it was Detroit's turn.
The Racers went ice cold from
the field as the Titans compiled
an amazing 24-3 run, capped by

a Terrell Riggs jumper with just When they got to within three,
2:47 showing to cut the Murray we said that was enough. That
was as close as they were going
lead to 68-65.
But—Detroit--managed just one - -to -get."
Anderson said the home winfield goal - a Desmond Ferguson
3-pointer - in the final two min- ning streak served as a spark to
utes as MSU connected on 8-of- his ball club down the stretch.
"I think our guys like (defend11 free, throws to seal the victoing)
the streak," he said. "They
rY.
"We knew they were going to don't want to give it up. This
make a run," said Spencer, who gives us _a lot of publicity, and
scored a game-high 28 points on they're not willing to let it go."
Murray began the day on fire
9-of-11 shooting. "We just wanted to keep that at a minimum ... offensively, building a 14-4 advan-

le, but became angry
in his postgame new' conference
\Oen asked about watching the
inning field goal.
"These questions are ridiculous,"
he said. "I'll tell you how tough
it is. You work your butt off all
week and then you lose a game
like that by three points. ... That's
how tough it is. But you wouldn't know, would you?"
The Colts (10-2) took control
of the AFC East with a two-game
lead over Miami and Buffalo. The
Dolphins (8-4), who have lost three
of their last four, will probably
have to scramble for a wild-card
berth.
"The way the AFC is, we're
fighting just to make the playoffs,- coach Jimmy Johnson said.
Manning threw two second-half
interceptions, but still finished 23for-29 for 260 yards and one touchdown. He leaped in the air following Vanderjagt's winning field
goal.
-That's the highest I've ever

MI See Page 11

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Tennessee State placed six players in double figures and used 23 second-chance points to notch an 88-72 Ohio
Valley Conference win over the Murray State women's basketball
team Saturday.
TSU (3-1 overall, 2-0.OVC) outrebounded the visiting Lady Racers (2-5, 1-1) 44-32 thanks to a 23-12 edge on the offensive glass.
The Lady Tigers also grabbed 13 steals and shot 24 more free
throws than MSU, sinking 19 of their 32 chances at the foul line.
Heather Bates sank 2-of-3 3-point tries to pace Murray 'State with
21 points, six assists and three steals, while Monika Gadson posted
16 points and 10 rebounds. Susan Tackett followed with 13 points
for the Lady Racers, while Liz Stansberry added 10.
TSU got 17 points apiece from Taurus Pyles, Krystal Stancil and
Angela Hassell. Pyles pulled down 10 boards, while Stancil and Hassell each connected thrice from behind the arc. Stancil dished out
eight assists.
Larissa Thomas also recorded a double-double for the Lady Tigers
with 14 points and 10 rebounds as Kizzy White pitched in 13 points
and Tamara Washingtqn added 10.
Murray State hosts Evansville Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Regional
Special Events Center.

CELEBRATE: Wide receiver Isaac Bruce and the Rams
defeated Carolina 34-21 Sunday to clinch the NFC West
and give St. Louis its first-ever NFL home playoff game.

in tour years. In '96, they lost to Florida in
the Sugar Bowl, and last season Tennessee
beat the 'Noles in the Fiesta Bowl.
"And we ain't happy about that," Florida
State coach Bobby Bowden said. "I can remember last year in the locker room. Players were
stomping around and crying and everything,
but it wasn't three days later when they started saying they want to get back again. We've
been beaten the last two times, and we're
thankful for another opportunity."
There was no mystery. no intrigue when
the final BCS standings were released Sunday. The game everyone expected became a
reality when the computers, polls and strengths

UK gets Syracuse
in Music City Bowl

of schedules agreed that the two teams with
perfect records should play for the championship.
Florida State and Virginia Tech also were
1-2 in AP media poll's final regular-season
rankings, the USA Today/ESPN coaches' poll
and in seven of the eight computers used by
the BCS.
The last time teams ranked 1-2 with perfect records played in a game that determined
the national title was the 1996 Fiesta Bowl.
when No. I Nebraska beat No. 2 Florida 6224. The Sugar Bowl marks the 13th time
teams ranked 1-2 will play in a bowl game.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — It's official: Kentucky will face Syracuse in the Music City Bowl.
Despite so-so seasons, both teams were excited to be playing one
more time.
"I'm very happy for our players and staff," Kentucky coach Hal
Mumme said Sunday. "I also appreciate the fans of the Commonwealth who have been so good and supported us throughout the season.
"We havç a scrappy team that's scratched and clawed its way
through the ason," Mumme said. "Being able to cap the year with
a bowl trip, especially to a great city like Nashville, and to play in
a beautiful new stadium, is a tribute to our team."
The Wildcats (6-5) finished fourth in the Southeastern Conference's
Eastern Division. This will be their first back-to-back bowl appearances since the 1983 and 1984 teams played in the Hall of Fame
Bowl. The Wildcats fell to Penn State in last year's Outback Bowl.
It's almost a shame the teams couldn't have met a year ago, when
star quarterbacks Tim Couch of Kentucky and Syracuse's Donovan
McNabb would have faced each other. Still, no one was complaining.

111 See Page 11

II See Page 11

Bowl bid sweet for Beamer, Hokies
By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
AP Football Writer
Florida State's been down this road before.
Virginia Tech hasn't. On Sunday, it showed.
"It's going to he a dream come true to
step up for that first play against Florida State,
a team I never thought 1 would play," Tech's
talented freshman quarterback Michael Vick
said after the Bowl Championship Series officially matched the top-ranked Seminoles against
the second-ranked Hokies in the Sugar Bowl
on Jan. 4.
While the Hokies I I -0i try for their first
national championship, the Seminoles (11-01
are back in the title game for the third time

II See Page 11

Tennessee State
beats Lady Racers

Late FG gives
Marino-Manning
showdown to Colts
• By The Associated Press
Dan Marino proved he •isn't
washed up, while Peyton Manning
proved once again he's the NFL's
best young quarterback.
Marino, facing _ an uncertain
future following a neck injury and
a horrible game against Dallas on
Thanksgiving, threw three touchdown passes and rallied Miami from
a 14-point, second-half deficit
against Indianapolis on Sunday.
But Manning hit Marvin Harrison with completions of 16 and
18 yards in the final 30 seconds
to set up Mike Vanderjagt's 53yard field goal as time ran out,
which gave the Colts a 37-34 victory and the inside track for the
AFC East title.
"This was a huge test fOr_Tu.s.
the biggest test of the season,"
coach Jim Mora said after Indianapolis' eighth straight win.
Marino, 38, rebounded from his
five-interception game against the
Cowboys with • a strong showing
at Pro Player Stadium. He completed 24 of 38 passes for 313
yards in his first game since the

tage and never trailing in the contest.
The early charge was led by point
guard Aubrey Reese, who knocked
down a jumper and a 3-pointer in
the spurt for five of his 25 points.
Reese was matched up against
Detroit standout point guard Rashad
Phillips, who scored 22 points on
9-of-17 shooting. But he was clearly outplayed by the Racers' floor
general.
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From Page 10
For Reese, it was another opportunity to shine in the national spotlight.
"I enjoy playing in games like
that," Reese explained. "Phillips
is a great player. He's probably
the best I'll face all season. But
I just came out and tried to play
hard against him."
The Racers took a 48-37 advantage at the halftime break, after
shooting a torrid 63 percent (17of-27) in the first half.
"We just had a good night against
a good team," Anderson noted.
"We probably can't shoot the ball
any better than we did in the first
half. We executed our offense very
well."
Murray continued its hot shooting in the second half, building
the 19-point bulge and holding on
for the victory.
Spencer and Reese were the
only MSU players to score in double figures. The Racers shot 49
percent (25-of-51) for the game,
including 6-of-21 from 3-point
range. Murray connected on 21of-32 free throws.
Phillips was followed by Ferguson's 15 while Riggs poured in
14. The Titans shot 44 percent
(26-of-59) for the game, including just 4-of-21 from behind the
arc. Detroit was 12-of-16 from field.
The Racers outrebounded the
Titans 39-28.
"It's amazing how much we
make of size," remarked Anderson. "We outrebounded a pretty
good rebounding team by 1 1. That
just goes to show that rebound-

Rifle team claims first MARC championship
The Murray State rifle team outscored Xavier (Ohio) by five points to win
Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference/Midwest America Rifle Conference Championship at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
The host Racers outshot the Musketeers 4589-4587 in the smallbore competition and 1544-1541 in the air rifle division to earn the victory in a meet
that included five of the nine participants in last year's NCAA Championships
Individually, Marra Hastings was second in the air rifle category for MSU
with a 391, one point behind Xavier's Thrine Kane while Marlin Wheeldon
placed fourth in both smallbore and air rifle competition with totals of 1158
and 389. respectively.
The rifle team will close out the fall portion of its schedule with a dual
meet at home Saturday versus Rose-Hulman.

MSU opens indoor track season at Middle

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

LEADING THE CHEERS: A portion of the Murray State student section proudly displays their
thoughts on the Racers' homecourt winning streak during Saturday's nationally-televised win
over Detroit. The MSU student body showed up in droves to cheer on the Racers and display
signs for the ESPN cameras.
ing is all effort."
Anderson said the victory was
a big one for his team.
"It means a lot to win this type
of game on national TV," he said.
"A game like this can do nothing
but help your program."
Detroit is one of several highprofile schools the Racers have
included on their 1999-2000. MSU
also has a much-anticipated battle
with Big Ten power Purdue Jan.
3 - also an ESPN game.

SCOREBOARD

photos

SCHEDULE

State Auto

Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L
W
T
Indianapolis
2
10
0
Miami
4
8
0
Buffalo
8
0
4
5
New England
7
0
N.Y. Jets
8
4
0
Central
Jacksonville
11
1
0
Tennessee
3
9
0
Pittsburgh
7
5
0
Baltimore
5
0
7
Cincinnati
3 10
0
Cleveland
2 11
0
West
Seattle
8
0
4
Kansas City
7
0
5
Oakland
6
6
0
7
San Diego
5
0
Denver
4
8
0
Thursday's Game
Jacksonville 20, Pittsburgh 6
Sunday's Games
Green Bay 35. Chicago 19
Indianapolis 37, Miami 34
Atlanta 35, New Orleans 12
New York Giants 41, New York Jets
St Louis 34, Carolina 21
Cincinnati 44, San Francisco 30
Baltimore 41, Tennessee 14
Detroit 33, Washington 17
Oakland 30, Seattle 21
Arizona 21, Philadelphia 17
San Diego 23, Cleveland 10
Kansas City 16, Denver 10
New England 13, Dallas 6
OPEN Buffalo
Today's Game
Minnesota at Tampa Bay. 8 pm
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Murray 2-4 2-4 7, Spencer 9-11 10-15 28.
Turner 1-6 0-0 3, Reese 9-15 5-7 25. Cunningham 2-8 1-25, Towns 1-4 003, Page 1-

3 3-46 Totals 25-51 21-32 77.
Halftime—Murray St. 48, Detroit 37. 3-point
goals—Detroit 4-21 (Ferguson 2-10, Whye 03. Phillips 2-6. Green 0-2), Murray St. 6-21
(Murray 1-2. Spencer 0-1. Turner 1-6, Reese
2-4, Cunningham 0-2. Towns 1-3, Page 1-3).
Fouled out —None. Rebounds—Detroit 28
(Whye 5). Murray St 39 (Spencer 11 Assists—Detroit 6 (Phillips 3), Murray St. 9
(Reese 4). Total fouls—Detroit 24. Murray St.
16 A-5,023

From Page 10
"I couldn't be happier to be
going to the Music City Bowl,"
Kentucky Director of Athletics
C.M. Newton said. "I'm proud of
our coaches and team. There is a
tremendous accomplishment and
reward for them. It will he a great
challenge to play a nationally recognized program in Syracuse."
Syracuse (6-5) sees its trip to
the Music City Bowl as a fresh
start from a season that went from
success to suddenly sour. The

Pct.
583
500
500
500
231
667
636
636
583
385
833
417
250
250
167

Orangemen started the season by
winning five of their first six games,
but a 62-0 shellacking at Virginia
Tech sent 'them into a tailspin
that's still in free-fall.
"This is a chance for us to
overcome the adversity we've faced
this season," senior safety Ian McIntosh said.
In the wake of ,the Orangemen's dismal finish, fans hime
cried for the firing of coach Paul
Pasqualoni and for Syracuse to
turn down the howl hid as a show
of pride.

• Bowl bid

TUESDAY

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
• Evansville vs. Murray State
RSEC — 7:00
'
GIRLS' BASKETBALL
• Nlassac County Invitational
Calloway vs. W. Frankfort (I11.1
Metropolis, Ill. - 6:00
BOYS' BASKETBALL
• Heath vs. Murray
Murray - 6:00

SUBSCRIBE —1

From Page 10
and the 33rd time No. I will play
No. 1.
Even No. 3 Nebraska. which
dominated Texas 22-6 on Saturday to win the Big 12 title, conceded
the
Seminoles-Hokies
matchup was the right one. The
Comhuskers (11-1) will play No.
6 Tennessee(9-2) in the Fiesta Bowl
on Jan 2.
.
"We'll live with the system,"
Nebraska coach Frank Solidi said.
In the other BCS games, it's
No. 5 Alabama (10-2) vs. No. 8
Michigan (9-2) in the Orange Bowl
and No. 4 Wisconsin (9-2) vs. No.
22 Stanford (8-3) in the Rose. Bowl
on Jan. 1. The payout for each
team in a BCS game is about
$12.5 million, which is usually
split among the conference members.

Sunday, January 9, 2000 • 2:00 p.m.
• MSU Regionol Special Events Center_
Tickets: $10, $14, $16 VIP seating also available
Ticket available at Regional Special Events Center Rox
Office, usual outlets, or call (270) 762-;;5. S2 dr,
count for kids (12 and under), seniors (60+, and .11S1'
students with ID at box office only. No dolibic ill
counts. Service charges may apply.. For Group Salt's
information, call (270) 762-5577.

Before The Cold Sets In —
Make Sure You're Riding On Good Tires!

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

*6 Yr. Limited Warranty
.24-Month Free Replacement
.24-Hour Roadside Assistance
*Smooth. Quiet Ride

NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
T
L
Washington
7
5
0
6
6
Arizona
0
Dallas
6
0
6
N Y. Giants
6
6
0
Philadelphia
3 10
0
Central
Detroit
4
8
0
Minnesota
4
7
0
4
Tampa Bay
7
0
Green Bay
5
7
0
Chicago
8
5
0
West
x-St. Louis
10
0
2
Carolina
5
0
7
Atlanta
3
9
0
San Francisco
3
9
0
New Orleans
2 10
0
a-clinched division title
Thursday, Dec. 9
Oakland at Tennessee, 7:20 p.m
Sunday, Dec. 12
Arizona at Washington. noon
Baltimore at Pittsburgh, noon
Carolina at Green Bay, noon
Cleveland at Cincinnati, noon
New England at Indianapolis, noon
New York Giants at Buffalo, noon
Philadelphia at Dallas, noon
St Louis at New Orleans, noon
San Diego at Seattle, 305 p m
Miami at New York Jets, 3:05 p rn
Detroit at Tampa Bay. 315 p.m
Atlanta at San Francisco, 3:15 p.m
Minnesota at Kansas City, 7:20 p m.
OPEN Chicago
Monday, Dec. 13
Denver at Jacksonville, 8 p.m

GIRLS' BASKETBALL
• Massac County Invitational
Calloway vs. Carbondale (Ill. i
Metropolis, Ill. - 6:00
• Murray vs. Lone Oak
Lone Oak - 6:00

MEN'S BASKETBALL
• Murray St. vs. Western Ky.
Bowling Green — 7:00

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE

ying one

The Racers return to action Tuesday with a road contest at rival
Western Kentucky before coming
home to face Alabama State on
Saturday.

• UK .

••

DETROIT (3-2)
Ferguson 5-17 3-3 15, Whye 2-7 0-0 4, Mazur
1 2 0-0 2, Phillips 9-17 2-2 22, Beim 1-1 0-0
2, Harmon 1-2 2-4 4, Riggs 6-8 23 14. Green
0.4 3-4 3 Craft 1-1 0-02 Totals 26-59 12-16
68

TODAY

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suiter

RACERS 77, DETROIT 68

MURRAY ST.(5-1)

Sponsored By

Murpoints
Rac-

ice Syra-

"This is the type of game that
can help our RPI rating," said
Anderson of the win over Detroit.
"It should go a long way in helping us with a better seed if we
should get hack to the NCAA
Tournament."

MURFREESBORO, Tenn. — The Murray State track and held team began
the indoor season Saturday at the Blue Raider Invitational at Middle Tennessee State, claiming five men's dual meets and two in women's competition
The invitational was a series of dual meets between MSU, MTSU, Austin
Peay, Tennessee-Martin, Tennessee State, Vanderbilt and Western Kentucky,
with MTSU sweeping all six men's and women's meets
For the men's squad, David Bowersox cleared 14 feet to win the pole
vault while Ben Cook placed second in the pole vault with a throw of 42
feet and 11 inches. Garrett Middleton took third in the shot at 42-0 1/2, and
Brian Palmer was second in the mile and third in the 3.000-meter run with
times of four minutes and 24.39 seconds and 9:56.82. respectively
The Lady Racers were led by Lindsay Newlin's second-place finishes in
the mile (5:23.21) and the 3,000 (10:42.05), as well as Natake Chandler's
runner-up high lump of 5-6 and Amy Williams' second-place 20-pound weight
throw of 44-3 3/4.
Murray State's next indoor track meet will be Jan 15 at Southern Illinois

jumped," Manning said.
In other NFL games, it was
Green Bay 35, Chicago 19; Atlanta
35, New Orleans 12; New York
Giants 41, New York Jets 28; St.
Louis 34, Carolina 21; Cincinnati
44, San Francisco 30; Baltimore
41, Tennessee 14; Detroit 33, Washington 17; Oakland 30, Seattle 21;
Arizona 21, Philadelphia 17; San
Diego 23, Cleveland 10; Kansas
City 16, Denver 10; and New England 13, Dallas 6.
The Monday night matchup is
Minnesota at Tampa Bay.
Rams 34, Panthers 21
At Charlotte, N.C., Kurt Warner passed for 351 yards and three
TDs as the St. Louis Rams won
their NFC West title since 1985.
The Rams improved to 10-2 for
the first time since 1978 and are
headed to the playoffs for the first
time since 1989. Carolina (5-7)
missed a chance-to reach the .500
mark for the first time in two
years.
Packers 35, Bears 19
Rookie De'Mond Parker ran for
two-fourth quarter touchdowns and
Keith McKenzie returned a fumble on a botched punt 45 yards
for another score as Green Bay
won its third straight at cold, rainy
Soldier Field.
Parker gained 113 yards on 19
carries to help the Packers (7-5)
overcome the absence of leading
receiver and rusher Dorsey Lev'ens, out with cracked ribs.

The Racer Club
meeting for Tues., Dec. 7,
at Sirloin
,
Stockade has
been
RACERS CANCELLED

H

Nobody can protect your
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AUTO
any better than
we can!

State Auto
Insurance

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates.
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Haverstock
and

Suiter

rillUggailj
et
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
"Your Hometown Hardware Store"

211 S. 12th St
Murray, KY

206 E. \lain St.• Niurray
753-3361
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753-3415
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CLASSIFIED

!
FOR
seat
753-:

TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
‘ds

753-1916

$6.50 Column huh. AO' r Discount 2nd Run, 441'; Discount 3rd Run.

N.

I

.

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

010
Legal Notice

010
Legal Notice

ACCEPTIN( SEALED BIDS
Calloway County F scat Court is accepting
,ealed bids for the sa e of scrap metal located
At Calloway County Road Department, 105
Fast Sycamore. Murray, Ky. Materials will be
,old by pound and successful bidder will be
responsible for removal.
Bid package may be picked up between the
hours of 8:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday at Calloway County' Road
Department. 105 East Sycamore. Murray.
Ky„ and will be accepted no later than
Wednesday. ilknuary 5, 2000.
•
Bids will be opened at Calloway County Road
Department Wednesday. January 5, 2000, at
prfl

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray. Water. Wastewater.
Natural Gas and Street Departments will
receive bids for uniforms. Sealed bids are to
he marked: "Bid: Uniforms- and delivered to
the City Clerk's office by 1:30 p.m. local time
16, 1999.
Thursday. December
in
Specifications are available at the City
'1,r16, nffice located at 207 S. 5th Street,'

INVITATION TO LEASE SPACE FOR A
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITY
The Finance and Administration Cabinet.
nimonwealth of Kentucky. desires to lease
a house of approximately 3.500 square feet,
located in or near Benton. Mayfield. Murray,
or Paducah. Kentucky. to be used as a residential treatment facility. Preference will be
provided to properties located in or near
Mayfield. Kentucky. Space should include, or
be sufficient to provide. 4 or 5 bedrooms, living room, dining room. kitchen, 2-1/2 or 3
baths. recreation room (den). 2 offices, washer/dryer hookups.and adequate storage
space.
•

A written response may be made by any per,ion on or before 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday,
December 29, 1999.
Persons having property of this nature
should submit a written proposal to include
your name, address, telephone number
address and description of existing property
along with a sealed or dimensioned floor plan
showing,its interior layout to include walls.
doors, windows and columns), and the date of
its availability for lease to: Division of Real
Properties, Leased Properties Branch. Re:
PR-4475. Bush Building, 3rd Floor. 403
Wapping Street. Frankfort, Kentucky 406012607. FAX responses will not be accepted.)
Proposals for new construction must include
name, address, and phone number of the
perty Owner; the date of auailability; ten ifion that the property is properly zoned for
proposed use; a scaled plot of the site Eden.:!ng the location of the proposed building
• ,1 parking area(s) with a uicinity map indivng the location of the site; and a scaled or
•,?ensioned floor plan showing the exterior
out of the proposed building to include
,q1s, doors, windows, columns, and any
structural considerations that may
•
'cct design of the interior space.

£7'i;

responses received will be publicly open e,
.(1 read at the above designated time. Note.
"•,ou plan to attend the bid opening and
ve a disability which requires accommodaby the Division of Real Properties, please
,ritaci our office by Mond..y. December 22..
1999 to permit us to make reasonable
arrangements.
Any property selected for lease must meet
OSHA specifications, ADA guidelines, and all
applicable building codes as enforced by the
Division of Building Codes Enforcement. The
property must meet applicable planning and
zoning regulations and meet any applicable
subdivision restrictions. PLEASE SUBMIT A
THE PLANNING AND
LETTER FROM
ZONING AUTHORITY STATING THAT
YOUR HOUSE IS PROPERLY ZONED FOR
USE AS A RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
FACILITY.
Arrangements will be made to view all properties meeting the general specifications of
this lease project. A representative of the
Leased Properties Branch will contact you to
arrange an appointment to inspect the proposed facility. For additional information, call
Brien Hoover of the Leased Properties
Branch, Division • of Real Properties, at
502/564-2319. ext. 235.
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Ad Deadlines
Publish

hot

Just Say "Charge It"
ADJUSTMENTS

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent

YARD SALES
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
S14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

340 Houses For Rent

VISA

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

140

060

010

Help Wanted

Legal Notice
Commonwealth
Of Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet
Department Of
Highways
Notice To
Contractors
Sealed bids will be
received. by the
of
-Departnient
Highways in the
Division of Contract
Procurement and/or
Auditorium
the
located on the 1st
Floor of the State
Building,
Office
Frankfort.
until
Kentucky.
10:00 A.M.; EASTERN STANDARD
day
TIME on the
DECEMBER
of
1999 at which time
bids will be publicly
opened and read for
the improvement of:

r

CALLOWAY COUNc..1M 018 5219:
The Neale Trail (CR
1219) from KY 121
extending southerly.
a distance of 1.000
Asphalt
mile.
Surface.
Bid proposals for all
be
will
projects
available until 9:00
AM., EASTERN
STANDARD TIME,
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17 1999 at the
Division of Contract
Procurement. Bid
proposals for all
be
will
projects
available at a cost of
$10 each and remittance payable to the
State Treasurer of
must
Kentucky
accompany request
for proposals NON REFUNDABLE).
BID PROPOSALS
ARE ISSUED ONLY
TO
PREQUALIFIED CONTRACTORS.
Specimen proposals
for all projects will
be available to all
interested parties at
a cost of $10 each
I NON-REFUNDABLEi. Specimen
proposals cannot be
used for bidding

:.
I

Special Price

Want to Buy

I

1

▪ ,

1 nice dressy used saddle
SEEKING Individual for PT
HIRING Journeyman and NURSES Aide Prefer
& other used tack. 474with
school
work
after
Apprentice Machinist and experience but will train.
6PM.
Summer & 8027. after
Paint, Paint,
Certified Welders. Full time Mature person who enjoys childcare
for good. used
paid
positions, paid health working with the elderly. Holiday Day Camps CASH
shotguns. and pisPaint,
rifles,
at
Mr
Hanson
Contact
insurance and paid vaca- Pleasant
atmosphere,
tols. Benson Sporting
A Little Girl
tions Apply in person at good 'working conditions. YMCA
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
759-9622
Mega Power. Inc at 2021 Apply in person Fern
Murray.
She Ain't,
WANTED:
State Route 1241, Hickory, Terrace Lodge. 1505
FURNITURE (Antique or
to
babysitter
Experienced
The Big
KY between 8am and 5pm. Stadium View Drive. EOE.
Primitive). CollectableS,
care for toddler in our
Monday- Friday. 270-247PAINTERS
and other antiques, 1 piece
home 759-3680.
0506. EOE
Experienced Only'
or all Call 753-3633.
Living
INDEPENDENT
Transportation a must
100
OLD Log House or log
Specialist: Full time posiCall 489-2512
Business
barn. To be dismantled &
tion available with a not- PART Time office assistant
Opportunity
moved The phone numservice
social
profit
forber was incorrect origineeded in local tax pracIn
Natura
MARKETING
agency which provides tice. Experience preferred.
nally. Please call again
programs and services for Send resume to P.O. Box Herbal & Botanical Swiss at this corrected num&
Care,
Skin
Cosmetics
Financial
in
people with disabilities
ber. 830-997-8167.
*
1040-P, Murray.
Nutritional Products. Call
the Murray, KY area. Social
150
for
Manager
RESIDENT
Pam Perry. 270-522-8758.
Service background or
Midas
WANT To Build A New
complex
apartment
small
For Sale
Home'' See Us before you related field with some Send inquiries to Nye
start South shore homes computer knowledge help- Management Co PO Box
64.000 BTU vented gas
ful. Some overnight travel
Financing by American
heating stove 436-5540 or
63637
Mo
Run,
Doe
160
required. People with disHome Loans
436-2234
1-573-756-8013
abilities encouraged to
412 Main Street
901-642-3110.
CAR Tow Dolly Factory
RN/ LPN
apply. Send resume by
Court Square • Murray
COMMERCIAL Loans
built $450 Display sign.
Green Acres Healthcare is
1304Cal,
to
14
December
$10,000 & up
4'x8' trailer mounted with
•Rental Space
currently accepting appliStreet,
Murray,
Chestnut
U
All Property Types
letters, like new $450
cations for full time LPN for
Available •
KY 42071 Attn• Jeanne.
Oaktree Financial Corp
Fiberglass boat & trailer
a
with
shifts
2-10
&
10-6
•Accepting
for
time
part
For
LOOKING
Call 901-642-3110
$125 See these at 300
packbenefit
competitive
Items
Consignment
evenings & weekends
EQUIPMENT Leasing
North 5th St Call
•Antiques.
Must be flexible & willing to age available & a part time
Business- Farm767-9900
2-10
6-2/
for
LPN
RN/
Crafts,
Collectibles,
work some holidays Must
Construction Dairy herd
KEROSENE heater, S100,
-Gift Baskets.-Dance
have computer & phone shifts. For more informaleasing
tion please contact Debbie
gas wall heater, $100. 2- G
Items
104N
at
Apply
experience
new leases or cash out
402
at
DON
Davidson
scale trains. S90 ea. Call
Coffee
and
Bar
quice
Oaktree Financial Corp. 5th St Suite 208, Murray
West Farthing, Mayfield.
759-1322.
*Snack Items
MARQUETTE KY or call 270-247-6477
901-642-3110.
METAL triple wall chimney
Transportation Co., Inc. is
Call 753-3040
RESIDENTIAL Loan
for trailer or shop. $50.
DRIVERS
highly
a
motivated
seeking
up to 100°.
Wheel chair, EXTRAWIDE.
We Make Your Career
individual for it's sales/
Purchase or Refinance
good condition. $200
Dreams Come Truellw
candiIdeal
team.
logistics
Computers
Construction and Spec
75 Immediate Openings
Cash 492-8774.
Homes American Home date must possess comAvailable!'"
rider
NORDATRAC
municative, quantitative
No Experience
IBM Pentium II Compute
Loans 901-642-3110
$150
machine
excense
and general business
Necessary!
with monitor, speakers &
753-4801
skills. Aggressive salary
Train Fol Your DDL In
060
Epson printer. 2 hard
with bonus. 401-K health,"
Just 15 Days!!
QUEEN size hide-a-bed
Help Wanted
inch
5
3
&
drives. CD- Rom
dental plan and other ben- '1st Year- $32K- $38K
couch, antique oak sleigh
$500
drive.
disk
2nd Year- $55K- $58K
efits Submit letter of inter- '
bed, Rock-ola jukebox
AFTERNOON Cook &
. 753-5171
'Great Benefits & 401K
753-3293 after 6PM.
afternoon waitress Mus est to: Vice PresidentTuition
'100%
KELLERS
be able to work weekends Sales, Traffic Marquette
REMINGTON 20 gauge
Reimbursement
COMPUTER PLACE,
Apply @ Ann's Country Transportation Co . Inc.
Youth model pump shotFor Qualified Students.
Software
&
Hardware
New
P.O. Box 1456 Paducah,
Kitchen, Hazel, KY
Inexp'd Call
Like new $200
gun
&
Upgrades
KY 42002-1458.
800-995-5832
1984 S-10 Blazer. Good
AMAZINGLY SO Down
Estimates.
Free
Licensed Exp'd Call 800-958-2353
rebuilt engine Trans needs
Hershey rte Inc in your NEEDED
Internet Service.
plumbers WANTED: Chiropractic
town Earn $48K+ work 5 Journeymen
repair $1000.
South On Route 121.
Start immediately Top pay Assistant for busy Doctors
hours No selling Call
Trigger Trombone.
436-5933.
Office. Must have good
Call 615-356-8811
1-888-434-5481, 24hrs
condition. $675.
Excellent
telephone voice and excel- Store Hours- 9a m.-7p.m 435-4432. *
BE your own boss
611-4LOIN Stockade now lent personality for dealing
Mon-Sat.
TANNING be with Th
Secure your own financial hiring daytime salad bar
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
hot bulbs Very nice.
future with well established attendant & daytime with people. Basic clerical
experience
computer
and
Call 4354446.
$1100.00
This
business in Murray
cashier Also night time
business has been in this dishwashers Please apply helpful but not necessary
On-site Commercial & Residential
area for 4 years. No week- in person, located in Bel- Will train qualified person.
To apply, phone 759-1116.
end work. Send inquiries to Air Shopping Center.
P.0 Box 1040-H, Murray. ST. John's Episcopal
Ky 42071.
Domestic & Childcare
Church is seeking a part
BUSINESS Office Seeking time Parish Coordinator
Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
bright energetic person This person will assist in CLEANING houses is my
capable of handling multi- routine administrative func- business Reliable Call
Upgrades • Training • Networking
ple tasks at one time tions including keeping Linda 759-9553
• Programming
Previous office experience church records updated, HOME and office cleaning
a plus Please bring bookkeeping. preparation 753-3802
resume to Microage, 314 of weekly service bulletin
John R. Laffoon
Main Si Murray. KY and acting as receptionist PROFESSIONAL HOUSE
CLEANING!
42071
(270) 759-0431
for the church office
Affordable rates,
DAYTIME help between Compensation is $6501 hr
satisfaction guaranteed.
WASHER & Dryer, refriger10-4 and 4-close shift for 9 to 12 hours per week
MDM COMPUTERS
Very dependable.
ator. Gas space heater
Must be able to work week- Working knowledge of
computing
needs
your
All
Free estimates.
753-4684
ends Ask to speak to a Windows 95 operating sysA+ Certified Technician
Good references.
2-4
WOOD Lathe 42 inch with
manager between
tem and Microsoft and
McDougal
Micheal
Call 436-2102.
Mon-Fri Wendy's 1111 Quicken applications a
tools. Scroll saw, 16 inch
@759.3556
Jig saw, 18 inch Belt
Chestnut St . Murray
must Please call 270-753sander. 4in -x 36 inch 6
6908
NOW Hiring waitress &
inch disc See at 811
dancers at the Foxy Lady WANTED Operator for
rI,-- ran Road Murray, KY
Pans. TN No experience small dredge at Paradise
needed $500 week, guar- Resort 436-2767
antee for Dancers
ill Appliances
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer several
19 cubic ft. Frigidaire refrig.
Medicare Supplement Policies.
erator. less than 1 yr old
Emerson Tool Company
All Medicare Supplement Policies .are now
$300 00. 759-0289- leave
message
Environment.ii
standardized into 10 plans offering different
Has an immediate opening for an
Engineer/Safety Manager.
G.E Refrigerator $100
plans
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the
753-2845.
polion an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
Successful candidate should be degreed in Safety or
WASHER
excellent condiEnvironmental engineering and should be experiprecies will he issued at the lowest available
tion $95 dryer, excellent
enced in environmental regulations, permitting.
mium
condition $95 Dishwasher
waste stream management. environmental reporting
represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated, (built-in) excellent condiWe
and application of environmental controls.
tion $95 Call Kenny 759companies to give you the best possible rates
3180
In addition, candidate should have working knowland service.
edge of 0.S.H.A. regulations. ergonomics, safety
160
Please give us a call for a rate quote.
management, 0.S.H.A. reporting and record keepHome Furnishings
ing and application of safety controls.
3 piece furniture set Good
Send. resume in confidence to:
or college or kids
$cheap$ Please call 767Industrial Relations Manager
9557
Emerson Tool Company
5 piece dining room sell
KY
Sycamore,
Murray,
905
P.O. Box 610
year old 5150 OBO
I-800-455-4199
753-4199 Nationwide
Paris, TN 38242
753-7466
C•t7..*

41.CB

020
Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
ALMO Country Store
& Crawford's BBQ
. Crawford's BBQ has Old
Fashion Hickory Smoked
BBQ We have Pork BBQ,
Chickens, Tenderloin, Pork
Chops. & Ribs
Open 7 days a week until
Christmas M-F 6am-6pm
Sat 6am-5pm
Sun 10am-5pm
753-1934
Located at the intersection
1824 & 464
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Anytime'
FREE Pregnanc)
Tests' Life House
753-0700.
GUNS, Buy & Sell
270-436-5650
CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it may
not cover some of the
newer treatments such
as chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199
hee ,ocal claim service'

CLASSIFIED

PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that Commonwealth
('hapman Highway Properties. L.P., P.O. Box
1390, Knoxville, TN 37901, Phone:(423)5227785, has filed an application with the
Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet to construct a 14'x7'x335'
long reinforced concrete box culvert on a por
tion of a tributary to Bee Creek, and to
regrade a portion of the south bank of the.
•:ame tributary. The property is located just
east of U.S. Highway 641,0.25 miles north of
the Ky. Hwy. 121 and U.S. 641 intersection
in Murray, Calloway Co., KY. Any comment,
or objections concerning this application
shall be directed to: Kentucky Division of
Water. Water Resources Branch, 14 Reilly
Road, Frankfort Office Park, Frankfort, KY
40601. Phone:(502) 564-3410

DRIVERS
SAY GOOD BYE TO YOUR BOSS!
NOW YOU CAN BE AN OWNER
OPERATOR WITH NO MONEY DOWN!
1997-1999 FREIGHTLINER CONDO
100% NO TOUCH FREIGHT
SLOW AND POOR CREDIT Oh'
EARN UP TO S1.000 A WK OR MORE
DO YOU NEED A CDL'IS DAY CDL TRAINING
WE HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS MORE THAN
26 YRS. CALL 1-800-253-3047

FILE
nut,
draw
5"), t
circa
901-:

1978
Modi
436198€
555E
$10,1

Main Street
Memories

FIRE
$35 i
436FIRE
deliv
436.

CAS
210
keys
tamn
8774
MA
312

1(

PIAf
exce
Bald
Curr
Price
437-

12)0
shar
1971
acre
nice
247-

Computer Consulting

1

Si

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

r

CL_ASSI/EAff)

14

McConnell
Insurance Agency, Inc.

•••••

1
.
"

••

4"1

280
Mobile Homes For Rant

Apartments For Rent

Apartments For Rent

4X60 County settings
$275 plus deposit. 4748027 after 6PM

1BR apt available all appli
ances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444

uLLAN, small lBr, freshly
painted, near college,
includes water $250 /rno
104B Williams 759-5534

Mobile Homes For Sale
FOR sale couch & love 1989 14x80 mobile home
seat Good condition Call 3br., 2 bath, c/h/a, good
753-2024
condition Must be moved
$12,500. 270-382-2545,
LAYAWAY
Now For Christmas All 328-8547.
recliners, swivel & glider 1995 16x80 Belmont 3br,
rockers, sofa's, sectionals, 2 bath on 2 acres 12x 24
roll-a-ways, bedding & covered front porch 12x12
more on sale! Carraway covered
porch
back
Furniture, 105 North 3rd $38,500 Call 753-0434
Call 753-1502.
4 lots 120ft/200f1 1997
REDECORATING
Sale . 16x70
mobile
home,
Black Kenmore 30" range, garage, & other out buildsolid cast iron burners, ings Coleman RE 759self-cleaning 'oven 4118 Also 12x65 rent to
Excellent condition_ New- own
$800. sell for $400. Spinet NEW 2000 Beltnont 28x80
'style piano, excellent con- 4br, den with fireplace.
dition, $600. Glider/ rocker Nursery off master bedand glider ottoman, dark room. 2x6 walls, northern
teal green lyr. old, both for insulation, only $54,900.
$75. 7ft velvet sofa, light Gateway Mobile Homes,
blue and moss green. Benton, KY 270-527-1427.
Good condition. $200.
NEW 2000 Clayton 14
Solid wood twin bed frame,
wide, Northern insulation
$35 Two light blue velvet
Perfect
lake
home.
chairs for $50, need recov$13900. Gateway Mobile
ering. 753-5977 before
Homes, Benton, KY 27010p.m. May also leave 527-1427.
message.

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

uy

ed saddle
ack 474-

Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prio
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball •Universal'Broyhill
Pulaski •Restonic -Basset -Kesler
lita ?A.... 8...

ood. used
and pisSporting
S. 12th,

intique or
Ilectables,
e.s, 1 piece
633

se or log
mantled &
Dne num'ect origi:all again
ted num67.

•
ented gas
36-5540 of

ly Factory
splay sign.
Iunted with
ew $450
it & trailer
se at 300
all

iater, S100,
$100.2- G
)0 ea. Call

all chimney
shop $50
(TRAWIDE.
$200
Dn

rider
line $150

hide-a-bed
oak sleigh
a jukebox.
6PM.

20 gauge
pump shot$200
azer. Good
Trans needs

)ne.
ition. $675.

Free
Financing

NEW Southern Lifestyle
3+2,
reduced
16x80
$1000's. Priced to sell. Has
step up kitchen, quality
house, upgrade thru out. A
must see for $27900.00.
Gateway Mobile Homes,
Benton, KY 270-527-1427.

FILE cabinet, solid chest
nut, 66"x22"x231/2", 18
drawers of din_ height (25"), brass nameplate pulls.
circa 1900 After 6:00, Call
901-247-3984.

OLDER Northern built
Mobile Home for sale.
Remodeled Sumner 1999.
vy Equipment
Garbage disposal, outside
1978 BANTIAN Track Hoe gas heater & air conditioner. Reason for sale, court
Model C-475 Call
closing. Must be moved.
436-5727, 753-2533
Harvey L. Elder.
$2800.
FORD
backhoe
1986
270-753-5832.
tractor.
Nice
555B
PRICE Reduced! 1989
$10,800 obo 759-1070
14x80 Gateway Mobile
210
Home. 3br, 2 bath with
Firewood
installation.
Northern
Vaulted ceilings & appliFIREWOOD for
sale.
ances. 753-3938.
$35.00 a rick. Delivered.
VERY nice roomy '93
436-5014.
model: 16x80 spiral built
FIREWOOD- $351 rick
mobile home. Located
delivered, $30/ rick pick up
between Kirksey & Stella
436-5477
on 1 acre lot. Has 3Br., 2
baths, lg. wooden chilMU**
dren's playhouse, 8x16
tool shed w/ lean to.
CASIO CT-625 keyboard, Garden area, well, & sep210 tones, 8 rhythms, 61 tic, new in 96. Was listed
keys, with stand and sus- with realtor at $39,500.
tain pedal. $150. call 492- Asking price $36,500.
8774
Willing to negotiate terms
w/ potential buyer. Please
MAIN STREET MUSIC
call 753-4249 leave mes312 Main Street, Murray.
Guitars, Amps, Strings,
sage.
Picks, etc Hours:
10am- 6pm Mon- Fri
9am- 3pm Sat
PIANOS fpr sale, tuned &
excellent condition
Baldwin console- $800,
Currier console- $1100.
Price includes delivery
437-4432
Mobile Homes For Sale

Very nice.
435-4446.
tlu

ing

i

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
g3

COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows, located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities, offer
City Police and Fire
Protection Lots with City
Water, sewer and trash
pick up furnished. $95
753-3855
LOT for rent 492-8488

12X65 2br, 2 bath. Good
shape. $3500. 436-5064.
1978, 14x70. approx. 1
acre. New garage. Very
nice. State Line Road 901247-3068.

3BR, 11/2 bath_ $275./
month. 753-6012.
CLEAN 2Br. ,5 miles south
of Murray. 492-8488.
HAZEL, 2Br. 492-8526

MOBILE HOME FOR SALE

Business Rentals
1800 Sq. Ft. building to
rent. On 94E. Formerly a
restaurant. $275. per
month. 759-1070.
COMMERCIAL building for
rent on Chestnut St 4374943
CONCRETE block bldg.
120x5Oft. 2500 sq.ft. in
sales & offices. 3500 sq.ft.
in storage. Gas heat. Lg
parking lot. Located 701 S.
4th St. Call 436-2935.
OFFICE Space at 300
North 5th. Newly remodeled, excellent location.
767-9900.

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

ryer, refrigerace heater

42 inch with
aw, 16 inch
inch Belt
36 inch. 6
at 811
Aurray, KY.
csa

gidaire refrig
Ian 1 yr old
-0289- leave

94 16x80 3 bedroom, 2 bath, extra
nice, 1.4 acre lot with pond and
mature trees. Excellent location.
$44,500. 435-4423

s49.95
18" Satellite

1BR APT. Partially furnished. Washer/ dryer
available. No pets. 7679037.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

.
...ellent condifer, excellent
Dishwasher
ellent condiII Kenny 759-

Lire set Good
kids
ase call 767,

g room set. 1
O. OBO.

In.ron

SMALL -1 br. All electric,
unfurnished mobile home.
In Murray on private lot
Available Jan 1st $200
rent/ $200 deposit
753-7953
VERY Nice 2br duplex
C/H/A, appliances furnish
W/D hook up, yard maintenance included No pets
Call 615-907-4955

EASTSIDE
rig
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
MURRAY LOCK
& STORE
Presently has units
available. 753-2905.

Metal Roofing

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

1-800-909-9064

Complete Formal Wear Headquart
Formal Wear
far.fjvii and Limousine labpf.e)22
.b.`"d‘
r4tiMalii•
Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE

Y\.

Rentals begin at $29.99
A Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear.
A Social Invitations by Carlson Craft.
A Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding or part.

Weddings, Proms
and Banquets.

304 Main Street
Murray. KY 42071
(502)753-1300

Completely Mobile
I. Insured
David's Cleaning Services

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick

Phone (502) 759-4734

David Borders

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Alignment & Complete Brake
Service, Struts and Shocks etc.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

rMurray-Cal(oway
County Hospital
762-1100
Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of

Mon.-Fri. Edmon Jones, Owner
7:00-4:00
15021 753-1351

Refuse Service

31.•8005856033

110_41
DIRF.. Tv

at our new location

408 N. 12th St.
r

Pizzo Hot

www.wootisatellite.com

ac
"

rtht

841-70
-751rCOVERING

MrfC10.4C0•4•*VikFlar•C?*1.14***Uri+
BIFT BASKETS AND BABS
• ,411 Occasions • Customized
fl
Carol BMOCIt Ind. Sales Rap(' Kantucky Lakes hataloa Sales
Can be seen at Main Street ifemones Murray

se

ag
PH/FAX' 753-4668 • 888.897.9495 • black@wk.net
4111W11111114-1f VII*1104hilitrallt44.11110

Things lre Happenina
1
great
tthates. -1-14,1p

Carpet I Vinyl I Ceramic Tile Hardwood

House Plant Inspection. Clean Up & Repotting Service
Shopping. Gift Wrapping & Holiday Decorating Service
Christmas Tree Pick Up & Delivery Service

Come tn & see our showroom today'

Professional Advice

30 Yrs. Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work

753-7728
1341S.Imi. to Tom Taylor N.right 1500 yds.

• Hardy Plants

" Tropical.

• Water Gardens

• Indoor Herbs

i
Special Ort)ee Umtata ..51.rlety ?resloc

759-3895 giimpe

gift Certificate.

NURSERY
'That An* Ahnethtna rots'

(IMPACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
Hwy. 641 S.• 759-5107
Sun. 10 a.m. Spiritual Training Classes
11 a.m. Celebration Service
Wed. 7 p.m. Prayer & Praise

I Your Ad Could Be
Here For

1

1

152 Acreage
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data. then please call
270-441-2253.
12 acres, blacktop road,
woods pasture. creek
$18,950 753-9302, terms

BEAUTIFUL Waterfront
cottage on KY Lake. Near
Moore's Resort. 30
minutes to Paducah. 3br,
2 bath. Immaculate, no
pets. $750./ month.
270-362-7462.
440
Lots For Safe
BUILDING Lots for manuactured homes or duplexes. In the county & reasonably priced. One acre lots
starting at $8,500. Call
Kopperud Realty 753-1222
for plat information on
MLS# 3001636.

I

AUTO, P/L, TILT, CRUISE.
$3,000. 080. 767-0912
AFTER 5:30PM.

1
year
old
home.
Robertson Rd. 3Br., 2 bath,
apt. over garage. All the
"goodies". 4300 sqft. 7531500.or 559-2175.
2002 RUGBY Dr. Campbell
Est. New 4br, 2.5 bath
home.
Large
family
kitchen, entry foyer, living
room, formal dining. Large
utility with cabinets, central
gas heat. Must see to
appreciate. Call 753-3903
to see anytime.
2800 SO_ FT. 4br, 3 bath,
sauna. Swimming pool,
incredible lake view with
new
dock. Panorama
Shores. $215,000. Call
753-9786.

1995 Dodge Avenger- ES
V-6. metallic green, grey
cloth interior, automatic,
p/I. pirn, dual air bags,
security system, keyless
remote, lady driven, nonsmoker, 1 owner. 98,000
miles $8500. obo. Call
270-345-2944.
1995 LeBaron GTC convertible Good condition
$6.000. 489-2030
1997 MAZDA Millenia
Green, like new, loaded
Leather. MR, CD. Only
20.xxx miles 753-7785 or
519-0322.
1997 Silver Taurus GL
Excellent condition $7600
Call 436-2682 anytime

460
Homes For Sale

week minimum)

(al week minimum)

Used Trucks
1985 BLAZER S-10. Black,
great body, new tires. New
4- wheel drive, AC & great
looking interior. Needs
engine. $375. Call 7538022.
1987 Toyota pickup 2WD
PS, PB, AC. auto. Bedliner,
toolbox. nice. Must see.
753-2848 After 6PM
1989 FORD 4WD. 460
motor. 5 speed. $4000.
obo. Call 759-1070.

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect I
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9g - 30 yr. fixed

Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407

IF you live in a late model
74 Ford I' U ibU autc
470
mobile home and are rent$550 obo 759-4401
ATV's
Motorcycles
&
ing a lot, you can own your
85 Chevy P U 350, auto
own for about the same
$1600 obo 759-4401
price_ Lot sizes 3/4 to 1 POLARIS 425 Excellen
NICE '88 Blk & Gold
condition
See
at
Keith's
acre, prices $10,000 to
4 cyl.,
$12,000, includes water, Lawn & Tractor. 80 East Dodge truck
chrome wheels, white
septic, and driveway. 10 Main 759-9831
raised letter tires. New
min. north of Murray. Also
battery. tilt steering A/C,
land/home packages availSport Utility Vehicles
stereo with sports extendable. Call 270-437-4838.
ed cab 59,000 miles plus_
MURRAY Estates. Lots for 1988 JEEP Cherokee
753-7438
sale, city limits. Private Laredo. 44. Ne/ engine,
country style living. Watch less than 9.000 miles, new
Boats & Motors
for our entrance on 94W. tires, radiator & shocks.
Call 270-435-4487 or 1- $4500. obo. 753-9786.
888-673-0040.
1990 Ford Bronco, Eddie 1998 Part) Kraft Pontoon
REASONABLY
Priced Bauer, V-8. 5sp. 4wd 20' 4-fishing seats Fish
building lots now available Looks and runs great finder, trolling motor, full
Located just South of $6700. 753-0188 after cover 60hp Mariner, trailer.
435-4423
Murray off 641. Green 5PM.
FOR sale houseboat
Plains Estates offer several
9'x36' all aluminum Needs
attractive lots in affordable
Used Cars
restoring or make a good
ranges.
Owner
price
work boat for lake Flat botfinancing available Call
evenings at 753-7463 or 1978 MERCURY Station tom 753-3734 Ask for
Wagon. Low miles, 2 George
489-2205.
owner. Good car. $400.
NEW 1998 Cobra 190D
436-2427
boat, fully loaded
bass
Acreage
1980
CUTLASS Matching trailer. New 1998
Oldsmobile. Excellent con- Mariner 200 EFI with Jack
23 ACRES with barn & dition, must see. $850. Call plate. Best of everything.
older 2br house. Currently after 5p.m. 210-4095.
Blue, white & gold. Very
leased for 2 years. 1984 HONDA Accord sharp, very fast. very staS47,500. 759-1070.
Automatic, 4 door, maroon. ble. A must see Lifetime
42 acres 10 stall horse 135,xxx miles. runs good warranty on boat Ext warbarn and mobile home Needs muffler & choke ranty available on motor.
Beautiful
property adjustment $600. 759- $23,500. Call
888-340-4061
Excellent building sites 9616.
$95,000.474-2761 or
1989
FORD
Crown Financing available with
Victoria Clean, smooth low payments
742-9738(p)
5-275 acres Coldwater ride, great appearance
area Owner financing Leather interior, power
Services Offered
options. 103,400 miles
489-2116 or 753-1300
Asking $2750 Luxury at a
6 3 acres 7mi southeast
A-1 Tree Service
bargain price 753-5470
753-4984
$6950
Stump removal& tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates

:1 II 4'_a V --1

3000 sq. ft. Building
Prime Retail Location
University Plaza
1203 Chestnut St.
(Next to Dennison-Hunt)

)
Your Ad Could Be
rShort Term Lease w/Option
Available Jan. 1, 2000
Here For
$7800

1997 Silver Taurus GL
Excellent condition $7600
Call 436-2682 anytime

1991 DODGE Dakota. 318
V-8.
4x4
Automatic.
UNDER Construction
115.xxx miles. $7,000. Call
Murray Area
901-498-8271.
3br,;.2 full bath 2112 car 1993 FORD F-150 XLT All
garage. 3/4 acre corner lot the extras for only $6500
901-247-5648
767-9900

800
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For Sale
Great
Second Car
Just $400
87 Olds.
Calais
2 dr./ 5 sp.
Call
759-2599
after 3 p.m.

BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for pri- 1990 Ford Taurus SHO 5vate showing today 753- speed $3,850 759-8871
2905
1992 OLDS ACHIEVA S.

2BR 2 bath home 807
North 17th St Must see to
appreciate! Call 753-1769
ALMO area. Approximately
3360sq.ft. home. Has two
separate living areas.
Great for large family, inlaws, or rental. Only
HAY- horse and dairy qual 89,500. Call Kim @ Park
Avenue Properties. 270ty in large rectangula
362-4224 or 362-4148.
bales. 700- 750 lbs. avg
Pure alfalfa or alfalfa
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
grass mix. Price per ton 2 bath, brick. Double lot,
with truck loads.
town's edge.
270-345-2800
Easy financing
HORSEBOARDING avail- 753-4109/ 759-8093.
able Full or partial care %rip NEW house- 2484 total
pasture optional New facil- sqft. 3Br., 2 bath. all the
ities w/ indoor arena 3 extras. Will consider land
miles from town 270-759- contract or trade. Nancy
3537
Drive. 753-1500 or 5592175

Lake Property

Customers!!

f NeXt to

Fret;

Cali Today!
753-8668.

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

FREE to PRIMESTAR

Come see us

Med\

360
Storage Rentals

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

753-0530

Dish Network

,rator $100
!845

1BR From $280
2BR From $325

for_houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Wiggins Furniture

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

Systems
OR

furnished.
Appliances
C/H/A. Coleman RE. 7594118.
C/H/A,
Duplex.
3BR
kitchen appliances furrushed. 753-7947.
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now. Coleman
RE. 759-4118
CLEAN Large 1br/ Small.
2br. Stove, refrigerator
supplied. 104 A Williams.
Near MSU. Call 759-5534.

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109.

Court Square West
Pans, TN 38242
642-5300

Storage Rentals

753-3853

LOT For Rent 753-9866
PRIME building site available for 2-3 yrs. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.

1980 Doublewide, 8 miles
north, lust off 641N,
Calloway Co. on large lot.
All electric, cable, 3 bedrooms. 2 baths. $350.00/
month, plus deposit. Call
after 4:00 PM. 270-3822357

Timmiw

Apartments For Rant

VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
C-STORAGE
Townhouse, appliances 10x15 storage units. 4th St
furnished with w/cl central & Sycamore E Next to
gas h/a, $500. 1month Cunningham Auto Repair
1BR like new, dishwasher, DUPLEX, 2BR
1909B deposit, lyr lease No pets
753-3571
now. Westwood Dr. Nice 753- 753-2905
available
w/d
CREEKVIEW STORAGEColeman RE 759-4118
8002
$20-$40 On Center Drive
1BR, Clean Close to MSU EXTRA nice 1 br, 1 bath,
Behind Tom's Grille
Stove, refrigerator, low appliances furnished, with
759-4081
income Equal Housing w/d, central gas h/a, lyr
1BR
HOME Good loca
Opportunity Call
lease, 1 month deposit
Neon Beach
bon $425/mo Call Mur-Ca
436-5685
753-2905
Realty 753-4444
Mini-Storage
1BR, Walk to MSU Stove LAKELAND
RETIREAll Size Units
&
refrigerator
$235/ MENT COMMUNITY. 2br 2 bdrm , 2 bath, fireplacegas logs. carport. 1005
Available
month Call 753-2084
garden home apt, beautiful Main St. $350/mo 5271BR duplex apt. Very -location near KY Lake,
3664- Benton, Ky.
clean,
area supportive services, activinice
Appliances furnished. Call ties, scheduled transporta- 3BR Houser Gas heat
NORTHWOOD
storage
753-8588. tion and on site amenities Stove, refrigerator fur- presently has units availPartial
utilities nished $300 / month On able 753-2905 or 7531BR. near MSU. $225.00. $360
94 East Call 759-1070.
Nice area, bright & roomy. included. 270-354-8888
7536
3BR., 2 bath house. Hwy
EHO.
SIS
759-4118.
Coleman RE.
464 Old Alma. C/H/A, carLAKELAND WESLEY
2BR duplex, central h/a,
&Supplies
port, outside storage
apt,
VILLAGE.
1BR
atrium
furnished
appliances
$450/mo.
753-3293
after
utilities included. Rent
Available now. Coleman
10 gal. tanks, $10 ea., 30
6PM.
based on income, 62
RE 759-4118
gal. tanks, $90 ea. 759413 South 10th St Stove
older,
handicapped
&
1302
2BR
Duplex.
1322
& refrigerator furnished
or disabled. Supportive
Valleywood Dr. S375.1
AKC Doberman puppies
Call 753-2887- 9-5
on
services,
meals
month. 759-4406.
Born 10-13
for sale
753-8597- 6-?
wheels site, scheduled
upstairs.
Water
2BR
transportation and activi- 5 bedroom, 1 bath, 2 half Ready 12-1, but will hold til
included. $285/mo plus
ties. Beautiful Ky. Lake
baths, gas heat $550 per Christmas $200 Call in
deposit. 489-2296.
Murray 519-8656
location. 270-395-4493
month 753-9826
2BR, Water, sewer, gas,
Barbetta EHO.
BRICK Home located 3.2 AKITA puppies. AKC flashy
garbage. $250. 753-8355
MUR-CAL Apartments has miles 121N. Home com- pinto colors. $300. 2702BR 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal openings for 1 & 2br apts. pletely remodeled with all 382-2214.
Realty 753-4444
Rental assisted_ Apply at modern materials. 2 or 3br, AUSTRALIAN Shepherd
2BR. townhouse, new, 902 Northwood Dr. Mon, den, kitchen, living room. puppies. ASCA registered.
super nice, covered park- Wed & Fri. 759-4984 TDD utility room, 3 car garage
Blue Merle & fn's available
Equal Gas
Diuguid. 888-662-2406_
ing.
1401
C/H/A,
stove, $150. each. 753-8506.
Housing Opportunity.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
microwave, dishwasher DOG obedience classes or
2BR , central gas heat. NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- furnished. $650/ month private Serving Murray 17
central air, near MSU. 4br house w/washer & with same as deposit
years 436-2858
$300. No pets. Ask about dryer, furnished, near References required. Call JACK Russell puppies_ Full
move-in free weekend. MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main 753-2041 before 9:30p.m.
blooded. 435-4249.
St. 753-1252 'before 5pm, FULLY Furnished Lake
Coleman RE 759-4118.
NOW Taking deposits for
Front Homes. Utilities &
2BR., central H/A appli- 753-0606 after 5pm.
Chinese Pugs. Will be
cable TV. included. $273 ready for Christmas. 2 girls
NORTHWOOD Duplex
ances. deck, lawn mainper week. ($39 a night.) 8i 2 boys. $300 each. Will
753-0900.
lance. Ask about move-in
Available through March. deliver. 270-355-2230.
free weekend Coleman
RED OAKS APTS.
No pets. Paradise Resorts,
RE. 759-4118.
Special
Call 270-436-2767.
Available
now.
3BR
$100 Deposit

NICE 2br No pets
753-9866
WIDE mobile home suitable for a couple Deposit
and references Call 4928348
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MURRAY LEDqli & TIMES

(270) 753-8844 DAYS
(270) 753-9325 NIGHTS

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Finished
&
Installed
Workmanship.
Quality
Rates
Affordable
Licensed
753-7860. 753-9308.

1
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MURRAv :EDGER & TIMES

530

530
Services Offered

By Pcl

Services Offered

Services Offered

DEA

/op

M.S. Construction
Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& RoofRepairs

T
$

489-6125

FREE adorable kittens to
good home 792-8033 after
6PM
TWO Male Kittens. orange
tan color Sweet & lovable
Will hold for Christmas

Chimney
CHIM Chim
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
10°. SR Discount ,Tracy
Manning 435-4006
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions garages, decks
remodeling vinyl siding
20Yrs experience

753-2336 -.4'1e' Cr n,

FREE
to a good

753-5592
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming removal, stump
grinding. firewood Insured.

home
2 adults CATS
both are
house broken
Call 759-9215
if interested
serious callers
only

489-2839

All
Carpentry.
ALL
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling
additions
porcnes decks Rotten
fl.pors -sagging roofs
me & Mobile repair
ni s[dng
References
Lcenseo & insureo Ca
Nimmo Day- 75::
j'.372 Night- 753-0353
Accept Visa or Mastercard
Including
ANTENNAS
RV s TV Towers.. rotors,
3mplItie,s
aria accesscries.
Cisri Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales
Service and Installaton
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite.
500 N 4th St. Murray. KY
502-759-0901
ANTIQUE refinishing furmture repair & custom
Noodworking 753-8056 .
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848
,
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways hauling founiations etc 436-2113
CARPENTER.
Painter
Handyman Remodeling
Repairs. Roofs Concrete &
more Call 759-8034
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality exceller.
value Roy Hill 436-2113

DEA
if you'l

walkin

conseq
seriou
liver m
is a pc

753-5827

•

HANDYWORK odd lobs
wanted No Job too small.
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb

435-4272

day W

Emergency Water
Removal Furniture
FREE Estimates
Call Today

Professional Work
Free Estimates

AFFORDABLE ail around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cieaning. cleaning out
sheds. & !unk ciear-up
436-2867
L Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
19Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom-Cabinets.
Sonc,ete Work AGC
Certified

grand(

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

Brothers
r'-f,---t.amb
,I

Tree Service

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
1JCENSED &LNSI:RED

Trre Trimming

ree Estunates
24 Hr .Senue

Clecundp Se,'.iie

Hedge Trmur r•1

Fah' tine

ree & Stu,
Remota!

Sharing a moment of reflection, part of the crowd at the
recent Alzheimer's Support Group candlelight vigil honor
the memory of loved ones affected by Alzheimer's. The
lighting of candles symbolized the help and hope available
to affected individuals and their caregivers through Alzheimer's GIFT OF APPRECIATION...Stephen W. Durbin presents Sea
Association chapters. The group provides education and Explorers uniforms to Charlie Rhodarmer, curator of colsupport to families dealing with Alzheimer's. For more infor- lections, at the National Scouting Museum located on the
mation, call Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at MCCH at (270) 762- campus of Murray State University.
1108 or 1-800-342-6224, extension 108.

Lassiter, Condor to receive degrees
veteran, LasA World War
James M. Lassiter of Murray
and Reed Conder of Benton will siter served in Europe with the
be recognized with Honorary 3rd Army from 1942-46. He was
Degrees at Murray State Univer- 'recalled to active duty for one
sity's winter Commencement Dec. year in 1961.
After war duty and law school.
10: The ceremony will be held in
Lassiter established a private law
Lovett Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Lassiter will receive the Doc- practice in Murray. Two years later,
tor of Laws,and Conder will receive in 1951. he was elected to the
State Senate for the 3rd District,
the Doctor of Public Education,
Lassiter, a native of Calloway representing Caldwell, Calloway,
County and a graduate of Murray Crittenden, Lyon and Trigg counHigh School, attended Murray State ties.
In 1954, he was elected Comlniversity. graduating in 1939 with
Attorney from the 42nd
monwealth
a bachelor's degree in history and
political science. He is a 1949 Judicial Circuit counties of Calgraduate of the University of Ken- loway, Livingston and Marshall.
Lassiter served 19 years as an
tucky Law School,

Paul Lamb

ROOF LEAKING?
professional
a
Call
Residential Commercial or
Industrial 270-435-4645
SUREWAY T'ee & Stump
Removal Insured with full
Ire of equipment Free
estimates Day or night,

753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing. trimming leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching. aeration. overseeding
bed
fertilization
&
Free Estimates

FIND A
RARE DEAL
With the Classifieds!

Clean out your closet
or clean- up on
antiques in our
Classified pages.
Check under
"Garage Yard Sales"
-Auctions" and
''Used Merchandise",

Connery, Wonder get Kennedy honors
WASHINGTON u
The
biggest names in the arts and many
rising stars paid tribute to an actor
who brought Agent 007 fame and
a singer who grew out of the
.name "Little Stevie."
At the 22nd annual Kennedy
Center Honors gala Sunday night,
Sean Cotiner.v and Stevie Wonder

were among five lifetime achievers lauded for their contributions
to the nation's culture. They were

759-9609

1

CLASSIFIEI51

joit

by comedian-pianist ViCtor

Borge. dancer -Judith Jamison and
actor Jason Robards.

Per tradition, the honorees stayed
in their balcony seats with President Clinton and his wife. Hillary,
while entertainers ranging from the

considered, him an instructive costar. "He has taught me the difference between a good single
good malt whiskey and a bad one,".
she said, and "he has taught me
the best, dirtiesi jokes I have ever
heard in my life."
Connery also showed the audience 'some of his other talents,
taking a few Scottish dance steps
at his seat when a local bag pipe
band played' in his honor.
enmechaff13111- COS'Wy, an --honoree last year, didn't fare so well
when he told the audience he
planned to dance, as he tried to
last year on a dare from Shirley
Temple Black.

tunipkins Pressure Cleaning)
Commercial & Residential
•VINYL SIDING
9ROOFS • STREAKED
•INDUSTRIAL EQUIPME% •
*SIDEWALKS
*DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES

Scott Lampk,ns
(270) 767-0062

COMPLETE HOME
REPAIR
:.- )ecializing in Drywall.
Ceramic
Plaster
Fencing.
oncrete
Flooring.
Carpentry.
Roofing, Doors
Water
Damage, Termite Damage,
.Fire Damage Servicing
Most of Western KY. 241ir
Emergency Service. Free
Estimates
270-354-5138

CONTRACTING
Roofing. vinyl siding, add,
tions, decks kitchen
,emodeling restoration
work Guaranteed Quality
Work 25 Years experience Call Walters
Contracting. 753-2592
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
-available David Borders,
Completely
-Insured,
-Mobile Phone 502-7594734.
ELECTRICAL
New construction.
remodeling or just replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

_JMBING REPAIR SER
VICE All work guaranteed
Free estimates
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL HOUSE
CLEANING
Affordable rates satisfaction guaranteed. very
Free
dependable
Estimates. Good references Call 436-2102

But it was the tribute to Steven
Wonder, who at 49 was the youngest
award recipient, that brought the
most talent to the stage, including musicians Herbie Hancock and
Smokey Robinson.
Robinson praised Wonder's leadership in fighting against -famine
and apartheid in South Africa, and
dozens of entertainers sang his

I.

HOROSCOPES

a true friend.

12-Month Customized
r0 place a Claspfecl ad
01 root own call

753-1916.
Murray
Ledger &
Times

Color Calendar
Bring us 12 of your favorite family photos, and
we'll print a large
lix 17"colendar
GREAT mr4,""
just for you!
.?'GIFT IDEA!!!..

r-- 753-7117'
CopyPlus (270)
•U

1301 Chestnut Street• Murray. KY 42071

CLASSIFIED

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
floors & hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

cit Heights
Finance Corporation
make all your dreams
come true!
Former Bankrupticies Welcome
1304A Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
(270) 759-0310

(270)
759-1591

A•

BEAU'S
Affordable Prices
•Replacement Windows
'Vinyl Siding 'Metal Roofs

474-2233
1-800-606-1208
21 Years Experience

•

* COUNTRY HAMS *
HOME CURED by David Riley
Authentically salt-cured & hickory smoked the
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
flavor, because its aged almost a full year'

Place Holiday Orders Now!
Toll Free 1-888-433-5984
Local (270) 759-6128
PO Box 729 Murra, KY 42071

MBA go- ••

songs that had the Clintons moving in their seats.
In an encore ending, stage performers, honorees and audience
members joined in a rendition of
Wonder's "We Are The World."
The Kennedy Center Honors is
the performing arts center's major
fund-raiser. This year's show will
he televised Dec. 29 on CBS.
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Remember
Local Charities
when giving this Holiday Season!

After being jeered by the audience, Cosby yielded to .lamison's
troupe. to perform her signature
'Choir dazzled them.
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
At a star-filled White House dance, "Cry."
for
The company's biggest star
receptibn before the show, the president said that "in giving the world _ 15 years, Jamison has led the
Alvin Ailey American Dance The- HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. Dec.
new ways to understiind the human
7, 1999:
experience and celebrate the human ater since its founder died in 1989.
Ingenuity and intelligence merge to your
performed
in
77,
has
Robards,
spirit, the honorees are all leavbenefit this year. You are spontaneous,
ing their sown enduring monu- stage dramas from Shakespeare to and you keep everyone on their toes. You
ments" at the end of the century. Harold Pinter. He won back-to- are destined for success because of your
Clinton made Connery. a Scot, back Academy Awards for his roles natural abilities. The unexpected occurs.
an honorary U.S. citizen, joking in "All the President's Men" and At times, you could be overly sensitive
that "after all, we couldn't have "Julia."
or get earned away with a romantic
The Danish-born Borge, who notion. If you are single, romance
won the Cold War without you."
Connery- is best known for his turns 91 next month,,, made his blooms in spnng and summer. Your
role during three decades as James debut as a 10-year-old soloist with charisma is very high, and you will have
Bond ,in films based on Ian Flem- the Copenhagen Philharmonic. several choices. If attached, you become
ing's novels. As 69. he is still a Today, he is best known for his irresistible to your mate! You get what
performances, you want, but be accommodating to your
less-than-straight
classic action hero.
Not everything in the world
Actress Catherine Zeta-Jones, falling off piano benches or swat- partner, too.
revolves around you! SAGITTARIUS is
ting at flies.
one of his leading ladic said she
Broadway-east of -Kiss Me Kate"

to the Morgan State University

Free Estimates
1401 Garland Cf.
Murray. KY

elected Circuit Judge for Calloway intendent in 1965. One year later,
and Marshall Counties before ill he became the superintendent of
health forced his retirement in Marshall County schools.
1986.
Following his retirement after
Lassiter is a life member of 22 years of service as superinthe Murray State University Alum- tendent, Conder went to work on
a Department of Education team,
ni Association.
Conder, a Tennessee native, helping school districts with manbegan a career in West Kentucky agement problems.
education in 1952 when he was
Conder received the second Marhired as principal of Brewers High shall County Chamber of ComSchool. When schools in Marshall merce's Lifetime Achievement
County consolidated and South Award.
Marshall High School was creatFollowing Commencement exered in 1956, Conder became its cises, a reception will be held in
principal.
.
Pogue Library. Community memHe remained in that position until bers are invited to attend both
his appointment as assistant super- Commencement and the reception.

profou
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vomit:
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run thi
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Keep your distance from a hot
situation. Unexpected developments
force you to examine whether partnerships are bnnging you what you expect.
New beginnings are possible, but you
will have to stay detached. Luck comes
out of the haze. Tonight: Watch a favonte
TV show.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Strengthen foundations with
a partner. Think through where you need
to change. Don't hesitate to ask for what
you want. Surpnses surround your work;
you need support. New financial beginnings are possible. Tonight: Make
amends with a loved one.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Defer to others, especially if
they are difficult and controlling. Still,
think about what will happen if they have
their way. Surpnses abound: you gain
insights_ New beginnings now become
possible in an important relationship.
Tonight Go where the crowds are.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Pace yourself: you have a lot of
ground to' cover. Stop and think. Cancel
the unnecessary and reorganize. A "no"

least. New beginnings are possible.
Tonight: Let your wildness speak!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might need to change a decision. Today's events give you an 'opportunity to rethink domestic matters or to
head in another direction. Don't become
rigid. Let new techniques filter through
your work. Tonight: Spend a little and
enjoy the good life.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Communication forces you
to take a fresh look at a problem. You
make improvements on an idea. Greater
creativity is possible. Be more forthright
and clear about what you want. New
beginnings allow you to communicate
better and achieve desired goals.
Tonight: Get into Santa chores.
SCORPIO (Octe23-Nov. 21)
** Remain sure of what you're aiming
at. Finances are a hot topic. Start working on your Christmas list. The unexpected occurs concerning home and personal matters. Confirm your bank balance. You might be overreacting to
another. Emotions run high. Take a step
back. Tonight: Shop.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You are a force that is hard to
stop. Because of your penchant for spontaneity, you could be breaking new
ground. Talk about a dream you want to
make real. Don't take others' attitudes
personally. You naturally come out on
top. Tonight: Treat yourself!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Listen to your inner voice. If you
can't play devil's advocate for yourself,
find someone who can. Avoid making a
money decision while the ramifications
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may be a bit odd. You might tend to go to
extremes to please another. Tonight: Do
only what you must; relax if you can.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** * You could inadvertently
throw plans into chaos with your spontaneity and wild actions. You think you
are logical, however, you may be the
only one who thinks this. Others could
find you nebulous at best. New beginnings are possible with a fnend. Tonight•
Try to take an overview.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 201
*tir * Take time to fully understand a
work-related plan Information you share
answer might be necessary A partner might be pertinent to others and to the
tries to divert your attention, and he does success of this project Be willing to
a great job' You might not see him real- revise your own thinking and admit you

istically. however. Tonight: Take care of
errands.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
***** Go hack to the drawing board
if you need to Listen to another's ideas
— you could he surprised by what he
comes up with. Others get flaky on you.
hut that shouldn't surpnse you in the

IC!

are wrong when you feel you are
Tonight. In the limelight.
BORN TODAY
Singer Gregg Allman (1947), singer Tom
Waits (1949), actor C Thomas Howell
(1966)
•••
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 20-year-old
granddaughter uses cocaine every
day. Will this harm her liver?
DEAR READER: This is like asking
if you'll get sand in your shoes while
walking the beach in a hurricane. The
consequences of cocaine abuse are so
serious that focusing solely on the
liver misses the real dangers. Cocaine
is a potent narcotic that can cause
profound mental changes, dizziness,
weakness, poor coordination, nausea,
vomiting, stomach cramps, chills,
fever, high blood pressure, lung failure, coma and death. In addition.
cocaine addicts who inject the drug
run the risk of bloodstream infections,
hepatitis and AIDS. Although cocaine
is not particularly toxic to the liver, its
hazards are enormous: the drug
adversely affects many organ systems. Your granddaughter needs professional help. I suggest that you
involve your doctor in your decision
about the next step — or call your
Narcotics
of
chapter
local
Anonymous. To give you related information. I am sending you a copy of my
"Help
Report
Health
Mental - Substance Abuse." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 2-year-old
son is a holy terror because he bites
whenever anything is taken away
from him. We have tried all kinds of
punishment to no avail; he simply
laughs. throws something or bites
again. I have had experience with the
"terrible twos." but this is ridiculous.
What do I do?
DEAR READER: Youngsters usually take great delight in exploring and
controlling their environments, "flexing their muscles" and getting a rise
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elan An experienced professional who
knows both the child and the family is
in a secure position to give advice
about how best to discourage biting
behavior.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can I still tan if I
•
use sunscreen? While I want protection. I'd like a little color, too.
DEAR READER: Yes, you can tan
with a sunscreen, but it may take a little longer. The most powerful screen,
a No. 15, will prevent the sun's UV
tanning rays from reaching your skin.
However, sunscreen products are sold
in weaker concentrations. Start with a
No. 12 or 10; as your skin becomes
adjusted, move down the number ladder. A No. 4 or 6 will probably allow
some tanning but will prevent deep
tanning or sunburn.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: This year my husband and I have sent the enclosed
poem to all of our children and their
numerous offspring — 28 at last

(jetting engaged,

rnarried or
having an
anniversary?
Let the
Ledger know.

Call
753-1916
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of options, I suggest that you review
this problem with your son's pediatri-

S mov-

count. We know it's difficult to
select gifts for us, and frankly, we
don't need anything. We want to
simplify our lives by having less
"stuff."
Perhaps our little verse will help
other senior citizens who feel as we
do. It is original, but feel free to use
it if you think it's something your
readers will find useful.
LONGTIME READERS
IN MISSOURI

I.

receives: The attention may be well
worth the temporary discomfort of
punishment.
Because you seem to have run out

'5

it on the bed. Shortly after that, I
missed my granddaughter and went
looking for her. I found her in my
room with all my pills strewn
around her. She had unzipped the
suitcase, unzipped the bag in which
I keep my medicine and removed all
of the caps! Fortunately, she hadn't
put any of my pills in her mouth.
However, I would like to warn
others about this and thought your
column would be the best way to do
it.
CONCERNED GRANDPARENT,
WHARTON,N.J.
DEAR CONCERNED: I'm
sure your helpful reminder will
be appreciated by those who
carry medications while traveling, or in a handbag on a daily
basis. Small children are naturally curious. Anything they
shouldn't touch should be
placed out of reach or in a
child-proof cabinet.

DR. GOTT

out of adults. Think of it: Here's a 2year-old who automatically becomes
the center of attention by chomping at
will. Of course, biting is inappropriate
under any circumstances, yet consider the amount of reinforcement he

ield in
memboth
eption.

DEAR ABBY: We all know that
toddlers can get into everything, but
while I was baby-sitting my grandchildren, the little one did something I never would have imagined.
My son-in-law had taken my
suitcase up to my room and placed

41

k

DEAR LONGTIME READERS: Your delightful poem 'is
well worth sharing, and I'm
sure its message will be appreciated by countless people of all
ages who feel as you do. Read
on:
So many of you asked us (since
Yuletide's drawing near)
"What do you want for Christmas? What can we give this year?"
If we say, "We want nothing!"
you buy something anyway,
So here's a list of what we'd like;

Candy is too fattening, crossword
books we've more than 20.
We don't need trays or plates or
cups,
And knickknacks we have plenty.
We've no walls to hang more pictures;
We have books we've not yet
read;
So please take what you'd spend
on us
And help the poor instead!
Just send a Christmas card to us
and tell us what you've done;
We'll open them on Christmas
Eve, and read them one by one.
It won't cost as much for postage
as a package sent would do,
You'll need no wrapping paper,
ribbons, ink or glue.
And we'll thank God you listened
to what we had to say,
So we could be the instruments
to help someone this way.
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40 Unrefined
metal
41 Be in debt
42 Operating
with a toand-fro
motion
45 Breakfast
nook
49 Join together
firmly
50 — Tin Tin
52 — — about
53 Concerning
(2 wds )
54 Compass pt
55 W Coast
college
56 Prophet
57 Terminate
58 Cats and
dogs
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

•e aiming
art workhe unexand periank balicting to
ke a step

point bonus for making a doubled
contract. West thought his opponents would probably bid a slam if
he passed five clubs, so he tried to
intimidate them by doubling. He
had also calculated that if the contract was made — even with a redoubled overtrick — he would still
be better off than if North-South
bid and made a slam!
Five clubs redoubled, making
with an overtrick, would amount to
900 points, while six clubs
undoubled would total 920 points.
The 900 points scored against him
would therefore beat every other
East-West pair against whom six
clubs had been bid and made.
But declarer also realized this
when hesaw dummy and embarked
on a complicated line of play designed to secure a second overtrick
and thus make up for the lost slam.
Accordingly,he ruffed the heart
lead with the ace, -played a low
trump to the eight and ruffed another heart with the king. Still
requiring a third entry to dummy
to accomplish his mission, he led a
low diamond-and finessed dummy's
seven!!
Having gotten over this hurdle,
South next ruffed dummy's last
heart with the jack, led a diamond
to the queen and cashed the Q-109oftrumps,discardingthe J-10-2 of
spades to score all 13 tricks!
True, West could have thwarted
declarer by playing the nine on the
very first diamond lead, but who'd
wantto spoil such a wonderfulstory?
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17 Require
18— rays
20 Interfere (in)
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23 "Nightmare"
Street
24 Shed (hyph•)
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Valley.

In high school basketball games.
Almo beat New Concord and Ben-

ton beat Murray Training. High
team scorers were Joe Miller for

Almo, Clayton Steele for New
Concord, Flatt for Benton, and
Magness and Jackson for MTS.

g7.

By The Associated Press
Today is .Monday. Dec. 6, the
340th day of 1999. There are 25
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 6, 1889, Jefferson
Davis, the first and only president
of the Confederate States of America, died in New Orleans.
On this date:
In 1790, Congress moved from
New York to Philadelphia.
In 1884, Army engineers completed construction of the Washington Monument,
In 1923, a presidential address
was broadcast on radio for the first
time as President Coolidge spoke to
a joint session of Congress.
In 1947, Everglades National
Park in Florida was dedicated by
President Truman.
In 1957. America's first attempt
at putting a satellite into orbit blew
up on the launch pad at Cape Canaveral. Fla.
In 1969. a concert by The Rolling Stones at the Altamont Speedway in Livermore, Calif., was
marred by the.deaths of four people, including one who was stabbed
by a Hell's Angel.
Five years ago: Former Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell pleaded guilty to defrauding
his former law partners and clients
of nearly 5400,0(X). Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen announced
his resignation. Orange County,
Calif.. filed for bankruptcy protection due to investment losses of
about $2 billion.
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Murray State University Foundation, attended a four-day Project Interchange Convention in Miami
Beach, Fla., at the invitation of the
United States Department of Education.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Holland, Nov.
25.
Forty years ago
Robert Wyman, chief engineer
at the Murray Manufacturing Company, has been named to the Murray Planning Commission by the
Murray City Council.
Dr. John Wesley Carr will celebrate his 100th birthday Dec. 13. A
feature story about Carr, written by
L.J. Hortin, is published. Carr was
63 years of age when he became
president of Murray State College,
then Murray State Normal School.
Fifty years ago
Calloway County was the center
of attraction on Dec. 5 throughout
the state as the Forestry Progress
Celebration was held at Murray
State College. The celebration
marked the planting of the two millionth tree in the county and the
200 millionth tree in the Tennessee
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I'VE BEEN LPoKING FORWARD
THIS -MIR ELLy.
I CAN'T WAIT TO SEE APRIL
I BET SHE'S GRDWN

+652
SOUTH
4 A J 10 2
V—
•A KJ 105
+A KJ 3
The bidding:
North
South West
East
1 NT
1•
1 4(!
Pass
3V
3 NT
2V
Pass
4 NT
Pass
Pass. 4+
Dble (!) Redble
54
Pass
Opening lead — nine of hearts.
This deal goes back many
years. It occurred in a duplicate
game, where the primary aim is
to get a better score than the
other pairs playing exactly the
same hand.
The bidding is recorded the
way it took place. West had paid
his card fee and felt he could bid
any time the mood so moved him.
His double offive clubs,incomprehensible though it seems, actually did make some sense, but his
spade overcall defies logical explanation.
The hand was played back in
the 1930s when there was no 50-

merits throughout the United States.
Billy J. Puckett, director of the

TODAY IN HISTORY
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I'M SO GLAD you COULD
COME FoR CHR1STmAS,DAD
WE'VE GOT YOUR ROOM
—
ALL READY.
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of representatives from the Murray-Calloway County United Fund Pacesetters. To date the organization has
received over $114.000 in donations exceeding its goal of
$110,000.
Murray High School Tigers beat
St. Mary's for the championship of
the St. Mary's Holiday Basketball
Tournament. High team scorers
were Willis Cheaney for Murray
and Haas for St. Mary's,
Murray State University Racers
beat Western in a basketball game
at Bowling Green. High learnSCOF—
ers were Popeye Jones for Murray
and Shelton for Western.
Twenty years ago
Judge Sid Easley heard 42 cases
on Dec. 2 in Calloway County District Court.
Sal Wynn, Martha Wrablik, Lois
Lefler, LaRue Williams, Lora Arnold, Florence Hensley and Dorothy Overbey are new officers of the
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carrico,
Nov. 19; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenny Burks, Nov. 21; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Linnard Gibson, Nov.
26.
Thirty years ago
Published is a pictured of members of the Murray Fire Department
who have been collecting for the
Muscular Dystrophy Association
over the past two months. This is
an annual drive made by local firemen and members of fire depart-

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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BLONDIE

LOOKING BACK

1

believe now what we say:
Pajamas for a little child, food to
feed the poor.
Blankets for a shelter, and we
ask but little more —
Perform good deeds and let us
know,
Or volunteer your time.
These last are worth a fortune,
And they needn't cost a dime.
We have too many things now,
vases, candles, tapes and clocks.
We have our fill of garments,
ties, underwear and socks.
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46 Single time
47 Fencing leap
Time periods
51 Hostelry
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